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This study examines the motion of micron-sized aerosols in a turbulent gas
flow, in an effort to assess the effects of particle inertia on the statistical and
spectral characteristics of the particle velocity field. Differences between the
velocity statistics and power spectra of the gas phase and the aerosol phase are
studied as a function of particle inertia. A turbulent, axisymmetric air jet
seeded with a water aerosol is used as the experimental vehicle; properties are
examined along the jet centerline.
A phase-doppler particle analyzer (PDPA) measures random-arrival time-
series of particle velocity and particle diameter in the turbulent flow. The
resulting data are sorted into particle size (inertia) bins at each downstream
station; statistical and spectral analyses are then performed separately for
each size class. The sub-inertial particles exhibit the classical statistical and
spectral behavior of a turbulent jet. The centerline turbulence intensity
asymptotically approaches 0.25 with increasing downstream distance. The
small-particle spectra are close (but not equal) to Kolmogorov universal
equilibrium scaling in the inertial subrange. A more accurate scheme is to
scale the small-particle spectra with turbulent passive scalar mixing. An
expression for downstream decay of the scalar dissipation rate is found.
Inertial effects on the particle statistics and spectra are found to depend on the
relative magnitude of the particle relaxation time (r) and the local Kolmogorov
time scale (1K). Inertial particle mean velocity is higher than the gas-phase
velocity within 45 diameters of the nozzle, but thereafter is identical to the
flow velocity. Inertial'particle rms velocity is generally lower than the gas-
phase rms velocity, with the notable exception particles having r/'K - 1. For
C/CK - 1, the rms velocity of particles is slightly higher than the gas-phase
rms velocity. For r/CK larger than unity, particle rms velocity decreases with
particle inertia, as classical Lagrangian and Eulerian results predict. The
variance caused by finite sample size in a given size or location bin is taken
into account for both velocity statistics and power spectra. The present
expression for power spectral variance appears to under-predict the
magnitude of the variance. There appears to be a much stronger dependence
on mean sampling rate.
A model is developed for the dropout periods that occur during DMA transfer.
The highest sidelobe level is -13 db for the worst case scenario. Additional
sidelobes unique to the dropout phenomenon are of no consequence.
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Nomenclature
Roman Letters
a Particle radius
ao  Particle radius at time = 0
B(r) Bartlett window function
C2  The ratio of transverse velocity variance to streamwise
velocity variance
de  Distance that a particle travels before evaporating
d, Particle diameter
dp max Maximum diameter of a particle that does not slip, defined in
Eqn. 3.4
Do  Outlet diameter of the jet nozzle (0.013 m)
D,  Inlet diameter of the jet nozzle,
diameter of the turbulence calming section,
and outlet diameter of the diffuser (0.100 m)
D2  Inlet diameter of the diffuser,
and diameter of the mixing section (0.050 m)
E.u(f) Gas power spectral density, defined as the Fourier transform
of the gas velocity autocorrelation
E,,(f) Particle power spectral density, defined as the Fourier
transform of the particle velocity autocorrelation
f Frequency of the power spectrum
f, Cutoff frequency based on the average interarrival time
F(Vq) Kolmogorov universal spectrum function
F2(cq) Modified universal spectrum function, aF(xil)
i Index used in summations
k The length of time between dropouts
L Number of spectral estimates in a smoothed spectrum
L,  Diffuser length (0.350 m)
L2  Nozzle length (0.080 m)
N A number of points (in a velocity bin or range of bins)
n Number of points in a file (usually n = 20,000)
Ne  The minimum number of fringes required by the processor
to validate a realization
Nf The number of fringes in the probe volume
Q The ratio of N. to Nf
Re Jet Reynolds number, UoDo0/v
Rep Particle Reynolds number, dpVK/V
RX Microscale Reynolds number, defined as u'k,/v
t The t-statistic for mean velocity associated with limited
sample size
te Time for a particle to evaporate
T Elapsed time for a single data record
U Gas-phase mean velocity
Uo  Nozzle exit velocity of the jet
u' Gas-phase rms velocity, defined as the root-mean-square of
the fluctuating component of the gas-phase velocity
U(t) The instantaneous three-dimensional vector gas-phase
velocity at time t, includes both mean and fluctuating
components, U(t) = U + u(t)
u(t) The instantaneous three-dimensional fluctuating vector
gas-phase velocity at time t, u(t)= U(t)- U
V Particle mean velocity
V(t) The instantaneous total particle velocity at time t, includes
both mean and fluctuating components, V(t) = V + v(t)
v(t) The instantaneous fluctuating particle velocity at time t,
v(t) = V(t) - V
V(t) The instantaneous three-dimensional vector particle velocity at
time t, includes both mean and fluctuating
components, V(t) = V + v(t)
v(t) The instantaneous three-dimensional fluctuating vector
particle velocity at time t, v(t) = V (t) - V
Vi  The instantaneous velocity of the i-th particle
Vbiased The biased particle mean velocity
V true The unbiased particle mean velocity
vK Kolmogorov velocity, (vge) 1 4
v' Particle rms velocity, defined as the root-mean-square of
the fluctuating component of the particle velocity
v'biased The biased rms velocity
v'true The unbiased rms velocity
w(f) Weighting function for smoothed spectral estimates
x Axial distance from the nozzle
z Number of smoothed points per decade (here, z = 10)
Z(D) Poisson distribution for Q
a Pao's (1965) constant for the energy spectrum
2 The chi-squared-statistic for rms velocity associated with
limited sample size
X The scalar dissipation rate
Ati  Interarrival time between the i-th and (i-1)-th particle
Atavg The average interarrival time
e Turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate
(D Poisson distribution parameter
TI Kolmogorov length scale, (v/e)/4
X Wavenumber, 2xf/U
X Sampling rate
X, The transverse dissipation length scale
go Median droplet radius at t = 0
pp Particle density (996 kg/m3 at 300 K)
Pg Gas density (1.183 kg/m 3 at 300 K)
o0  Variance of the log-normal distribution at t = 0
0 The length of time of a dropout
r Kolmogorov time scale, (vg/e)1 / 2
TK Particle relaxation time, dp2p/1 8 gg
'Imax Maximum correlation time of the discrete autocorrelation
tg Dynamic viscosity of the gas phase (1.853x10- s at 300 K)
v, Gas-phase kinematic viscosity (1.566x10 s5 at 300 K)
Q Poisson distribution parameter
y The number of dropouts during time T
SLogarithmic smoothing width
Chapter 1
Introduction
This study focuses on the small-scale physical processes which contribute to
the transport of liquid and solid aerosols in a turbulent gas phase. Although
the turbulence of the gas phase is fairly well-understood, little is known about
the effects of turbulence on the motion of aerosols contained within the gas
phase. It is of interest to learn more about this phenomenon, as this may aid
our understanding of several large-scale processes such as atmospheric
precipitation, air pollution, filtering, deposition, and fuel sprays, to name a
few.
Particle inertia produces amplitude and phase differences between a particle's
velocity and the velocity of a surrounding fluid when motion is unsteady.
Theoretical treatments of such particle lag are classical for the low Reynolds
numbers characteristic of aerosols (Fuchs, 1989), although refinement of the
theory is ongoing (Maxey and Riley, 1983). Several authors have extended the
theory to predict the Lagrangian velocity statistics and spectra of small
particles in a turbulent flow (Hjelmfelt and Mockros, 1966; Levich, 1962; Ounis
and Ahmadi, 1990). In general, all such theories predict a growing attenuation
of a particle's motion as its inertia increases relative to the characteristic
frequencies of the flow.
However, experimental confirmation of the Lagrangian predictions are
scarce, and still less is known, either theoretically or experimentally, about
the Eulerian statistics and spectra of inertial particles. Modern
instrumentation enables direct measurement of instantaneous particle
velocity and diameter and so facilitates direct exploration of inertial
influences on the motion of particles in a turbulent flow. The objective of the
present research is to make such an investigation of the Eulerian motion of
small aerosol particles.
Since a particle's behavior is determined by its unsteady motion relative to the
surrounding turbulent air, we introduce an important distinction between
inertial and sub-inertial particles. The former possess such significant mass
that they are not able to follow either the linear accelerations or the
curvilinear paths of the turbulent eddies; inertial forces overcome the viscous
restraining forces of the medium and thus a particle will slip off of the fluid
streamline. The sub-inertial particles, however, possess such small mass that
they closely follow fluid streamlines and thus have negligible slip.
Quantitative restrictions on size are developed in Chapter 3.
In this study, we seek to determine how a particle's inertia affects its Eulerian
velocity statistics and turbulent power spectra relative to those of a well-
defined and fixed gas-phase turbulence. The gas phase is identified with the
behavior of the sub-inertial particles. The remaining, inertial particles are
grouped into size bins of constant width. Their behavior is then compared to
that of the sub-inertial particles; quantitative differences are identified and
qualitative explanations are provided. The aerosol phase here is water; the size
range considered is between one and forty microns. Specifically, studies
concentrate on finding how the behavior of very small particles compares to
that of larger, more massive particles; an axisymmetric air jet provides the
vehicle for the turbulence.
Historically, the dearth of work on the behavior of small particles in turbulent
flows has been due, in part, to the absence of instruments that can effectively
analyze these small particles. Particle size analyzers, such as the Sinclair-
Phoenix (described in Jorgensen, 1983), have been used for quite some time.
These optical systems, however, internally classify the size distributions of a
provided sample; they are not suitable for in-situ measurements. Likewise,
laser doppler velocimeters (LDV's) effectively measure the velocities of small
particles, but they do not normally infer their sizes. Recently, however,
researchers have modified LDV's to simultaneously record velocity and
particle diameter for individual particles (Bachalo and Houser, 1984). These
instruments (called phase Doppler particle analyzers, or PDPA's) obtain this
information from scattered light that emanates from a particle passing
through two intersecting laser beams; the information is stored for use in
post-processing routines. This allows one to study not only the moments of
velocity and turbulent power spectra, but also the arrival time histograms and
velocity-diameter cross-correlations. And with knowledge of the probe
volume and its cross-sectional area, the instrument can provide information
on number density and mass flux.
Another important difference between this work and some of the earlier
studies is due to the limitations of seeding and processing that are unique to
LDV's and PDPA's. Unlike hot-wire anemometers which provide a continuous
velocity signal, PDPA's and LDV's use scattered light from individual particles
to infer velocity. Thus, data collection is a discrete process and continuous
records are not possible. When collecting these discrete samples (or,
alternatively, individual realizations), faster particles are sampled more often
than slower ones. This leads to velocity biasing, a concept examined in more
detail in Chapter 3. Furthermore, the randomly-arriving character of the data
requires different approaches to data reduction. Whereas ensemble averages
are, for the most part, adequate for mean and rms velocity statistics,
conventional Fourier transform routines must be carefully modified if one is
to obtain meaningful power spectra. When power spectra information is
coupled with information about the diameter of the particles, we are able to
make a broad analysis of the behavior of inertial aerosols in turbulence, as
provided by an axisymmetric air jet.
Generally, this work explores the velocity statistics and power spectra of gas
and particle flow fields along a jet centerline. The third and fourth chapters
deal with the data collection procedure and results of the experiments; the
following chapter deals with the experimental apparatus that allowed the
collection of the data. The final chapter provides a conclusion to this work; an
attempt is made to fit the results into a larger logical framework and
recommendations are made for the direction of future research.
Chapter 2
Experimental Apparatus
An axisymmetric, free turbulent air jet provides a well-defined gas-phase
turbulent flow field. The air jet is seeded with a polydisperse water aerosol
provided by a high pressure commercial sprayer, and mass loadings of aerosol
are kept low enough to avoid altering the gas-phase flow. The particulate flow
field is then mapped at six downstream stations in the jet using a laser doppler
system. In this way, particulate motion can be examined in a known turbulent
field.
2.1 The PDPA Operating Characteristics
2.1.1 The Optical System
The aerosol size and velocity distributions are measured using a Phase Doppler
Particle Analyzer (PDPA), manufactured by Aerometrics, Inc. The PDPA
system functionally consists of an optical system and a signal processing
system. The optical system has a 200mm focal length output lens, a 160mm
collimating lens, and a 500mm receiving lens. The beam intersection volume,
modelled as an ellipsoid of parallel fringes, has a major diameter of 100 Aim
with a fringe spacing of 5 pm.
Each particle crossing the probe volume produces a doppler burst which is
detected by photomultiplier tubes (PMT's) within the receiving optics. The
software tags this as an attempt. Particle velocity is inferred from the the
product of doppler frequency and fringe spacing. The phase difference
between doppler bursts from two PMT's is proportional to particle diameter. In
order to measure the particle diameter, at least two PMT's are needed; our
system uses three PMT's which provide two additional redundant
measurements of phase and velocity. If phase and frequency information
from the PMT's do not agree, the information is discarded and the software tags
this as a rejection. If, however, redundant information between PMT's agree,
then the software tags this as a validation, and the information is passed on to
a buffer. The validation rate (defined as the ratio of validations to attempts)
and its complement the rejection rate (defined as the ratio of rejections to
attempts) are of importance later on this paper. Lastly, it is important to note
that the scattered light intensity from a particle is proportional to the square
of the particle's diameter. The 35:1 ratio of the maximum and minimum
particle size is due to the 1200:1 ratio (61 dB) of maximum signal to noise ratio
of the PMT's and the electronics. This phenomenon also contributes to the
validation rate.
2.1.2 The Data Acquisition System
The PMT signals are fed to the signal processing system, digitized, and then put
into a DMA (direct memory access) buffer. The signal processing system is
several hardware boards and software programs contained within an IBM-
compatible 80286 machine running at 12 MHz with a math coprocessor. The
DMA buffer is 1.2 MB of extended memory. Each sample uses 16 bytes of buffer
space; the 16k buffer is filled after 1024 realizations. There is approximately a
25 ms wait for the buffer to be emptied, during which no data can be taken;
however, the influence of this on the signal windowing is shown to be
negligible in Chapter 3. The buffer is saved in binary format to mass storage
devices, either a 20 MB hard disk or a 44 MB Bernoulli Box/Cartridge. Because
each record contains over 2 MB of data (including ASCII files for valid samples
and information for video graphics display), the records were usually stored
on the Bernoulli Cartridges.
2.2 The Jet Rig
2.2.1 Aerosol Generators and Seeding
An essential element of the jet is the apparatus to introduce aerosols into the
flow. The literature search yielded several possibilities for aerosol generation.
These included a Berglund-Liu generator (1973); the apparatus of Schneider
and Hendricks (1964); the generator of Lin, Eversole, and Campillo (1989); as
well as the generator of Durst and Umhauer (1975). The Beglund-Liu
generator produces a monodisperse aerosol in a fine stream; however, the
particle density would be several orders of magnitude less than that desired for
our studies. Furthermore, production of subinertial particles (less than 10 g±m
diameter) would require an orifice size of similar diameter. A geometry such
as this is prone to clogging, even with the constant flow rate modification
described by Berglund and Liu. The generator of Lin, Eversole, and Campillo as
well as that of Schneider and Hendricks are even more susceptible to clogging.
Not to be neglected is the fact that exceedingly close mechanical tolerances are
required in the assembly of several parts of these devices.
The Durst-Umhauer generator (technically a compressed-air nebulizer) is a
simple unit that utilizes the venturi principle: a high velocity jet flowing
over a liquid will create a local vacuum and draw the liquid into the flow and
atomize it into a polydisperse spray. Several generators of this type were
characterized in a study, concurrent to this one, by Yoon (1991).
The generator used in this experiment is similar in principle to these.
However, rather than using the relatively low-pressure difference caused by
the local vacuum, a high-pressure (40 to 60 psi) water jet is forced into the air
flow. Through the action of strong viscous shear, the liquid is atomized and
propelled forward. This commercial sprayer (made by Vortec, Inc., Model
1713) produces a dense polydisperse aerosol, approximately 0.3% of which is
water; it assumed that this light loading does not significantly influence the
gas phase.
2.2.2 Turbulence Management
To obtain an independently variable gas flow, the sprayer is contained within
a much larger unit that creates a steady, controllable, and reproducible
axisymmetric air jet. Furthermore, this arrangement acts to reduce a unique
problem of high-pressure sprayers. In general, such nebulizers and sprayers
atomize a liquid jet and provide a very strong velocity gradient that
accelerates the atomized particles. Soon thereafter, the small particles
decelerate while the larger particles maintain their velocity. The result is
often an order of magnitude difference in velocity between the largest and
smallest particles created by the sprayer. The present arrangement greatly
reduces this effect. A schematic drawing of the jet apparatus is shown in
Fig. la.
The sprayer is located concentrically within a long 100 mm diameter tube to
allow large particles a distance to slow down to the local gas velocity. The
aerosol also passes through a narrow 50 mm section (D2 ) to facilitate turbulent
mixing, after which it passes through a diffuser. The diffuser was designed to
avoid stall following guidelines discussed by Blevins (1984). Essentially, to
expand the flow from 50 mm (D2) to 100 mm (D,), a minimum distance of 7D 2 is
required; thus, diffuser length (Ll)was about 350 mm through a half-angle of
about 80.
The flow then passes through a 250 mm-long turbulence calming section,
which is of constant diameter and equal to 100 mm (D1). Additional air from
two high-static, multistage centrifugal blowers (made by Fasco, Inc., providing
up to 7 cfm at 8 inHzO) is added upstream of the sprayer to provide a high gas
mass flux through an aerodynamic nozzle at the end. Also, honeycomb flow-
straighteners reduce the turbulence level of this flow upstream of the aerosol
generator. A nozzle contraction ratio (D1/D o) of 64 creates a maximum exit
velocity of 52 m/s through a 13 mm diameter outlet (Do). The nozzle strongly
damps the turbulence that exists inside of the jet rig. The design of this nozzle
conforms to specifications given by Morel (1975). Essentially, for D1/Do * 4,
the ratio of nozzle length (L2) to D1 should be near 0.75; a value of 0.8 was used.
The profile of the nozzle was numerically generated with two matched cubics.
The nozzle itself was cut from a 125 mm diameter bar of high density
polyethylene on an NC lathe to a tolerance of 250 gm. Note, in Fig. la, the
existence of drainage containers. These collect the large quantities of water
that settle in the low points of the system.
Most of the jet apparatus upstream of the nozzle is designed with gas-phase
turbulence reduction in mind. However, this design parameter inhibits the
production of an effective seeding aerosol. The ideal aerosol would have a flat
size histogram with equal densities of all particle sizes over the entire size
range of interest (here, 1.4 pm to 50 pm). The narrow 50 mm section that
induces strong turbulent mixing also produces strong local accelerations
which propel larger particles into the surrounding walls; the severe
contraction ratio of the nozzle, which reduces the turbulence intensity of the
jet at the nozzle, also causes impaction of large particles. The result is that
massive particles are preferentially removed from the flow and the size
histogram is weighted towards the very lightest (sub-inertial) particles; this
particle attrition process leads to a log-normal distribution of particle size, as
is often the case (Jorgensen, 1983). These phenomena also reduce the density
of the aerosol, yet fairly dense aerosols are required for the accurate
realization of power spectra. The present design represents a compromise
between the two competing factors of low turbulence intensity at the outlet
and high particle density. Appendix C contains some data for the size
distribution downstream of the nozzle.
2.3 The Traversing Platform
Mapping of the velocity field of the jet is provided by a two-axis laser
traversing mechanism, shown in Fig. lb. The transmitting and receiving
optics are mounted on a 2' x 4' Newport optical table. The table sits inside of a
20
cradle which in turn is attached to two Thompson rail bearings. The
optics/table/cradle assembly moves horizontally across a platform; six feet of
horizontal travel is achieved. The platform is mounted on rotating frame
which is supported and controlled through the action of a pneumatic air
cylinder; approximately 18 inches of vertical motion is possible.
Chapter 3
Procedure
The experiments were organized into three functional groupings: mean and
rms velocities, power spectra, and number density. In the discussion that
follows, experimental procedures are the focus as well as the limitations that
are placed on the data collection procedures and the assumptions that justify
the validity of what is collected. The first section (mean and rms velocities)
discusses particle slippage, velocity biasing, and the effects of limited sample
size; the second section (power spectra calculations) covers limited sample size
as well as the effects of windowing dropouts. In each circumstance,
knowledge of well-documented errors discussed in the literature are combined
with ad hoc assumptions to yield valid and reasoned procedures for the
collection -- and reduction -- of data.
3.1 Mean and rms Velocities
3.1.1 Particle Slip
This section deals primarily with the comparison of the particle flow field to
the gas flow field and the uncertainties that arise when one attempts to
characterize random arrivals and turbulent particle motion. It is the aim of
this research to identify inertially-induced trends that are more significant
than the errors caused by velocity bias, sizing uncertainty, and limited sample
size.
The notation used throughout this paper is as follows: U is the gas-phase mean
velocity; u' is the gas-phase fluctuating rms velocity; V is the particle mean
velocity; and v' is the particle rms fluctuating velocity. The gas flow field must
be characterized first so that experimental results can be compared to those in
the literature. However, the PDPA measures particle velocities only; gas
velocities are usually inferred from the velocities of the smallest particles in
the flow. This assumes that these smallest particles follow the flow perfectly,
from the largest down to the smallest scales of motion. Given our focus on
inertial effects, it is necessary to explore the conditions under which this
assumption is correct.
Two competing time scales are present: that of the particles and that of the
gas. For a small liquid particle moving at low Reynolds number in air, the time
of response to changes in the flow is characterized by the Stokes' Law particle
relaxation time defined as r = dp2pp/184g, where dp is the particle diameter, pp is
the particle density, and g. is the dynamic viscosity of the gas phase (Fuchs,
1989; Maxey and Riley, 1983).
The fastest time scale of the turbulence is the Kolmogorov time scale,
K (v/E) 1/2, in which v. is the gas kinematic viscosity and e is the local
turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate of the gas in the jet. This time scale
characterizes the small eddies in which the particles are embedded. We may
estimate the streamwise variation of rK in an axisymmetric jet using the
correlation of Friehe, Van Atta, and Gibson (1971):
Do-4
E3 - 48(x/D0)'4 (3.1)Uo
for x/D o between 20 and 70 (this study is considers the region from 15 to 65).
This result applies for jet Reynolds numbers Re from 10,000 to 500,000, where
Re = UoDo/vg , U0 is the mean velocity of the gas at the exit plane of the nozzle,
and Do is the diameter of the nozzle at the exit plane. Gas-phase and particle-
phase properties at 300 K are used. A temperature error of 5 C results in a 3%
error in the Reynolds number. Combining these relations, we find:
-2 2
S/K = 0.38 Re3/ 2 (X-d ) (3.2)1FDO) Do) ýPg}
A general criterion for no slip between the particles and the gas is that:
C./K << 1 (3.3)
This was quantitatively interpreted as 'r/K 5 0.01; the extent to which this
rather stringent criterion may be relaxed is discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. On
this basis, the maximum sub-inertial particle diameter (which satisfies Eqn.
3.3) is found to be:
1/2
d =0.16 Do (--) pp Re3 /4  (3.4)
valid for x/Do between 20 and 70. This is a very important equation which is
referred to many times throughout the rest of this paper; it establishes a
criterion upon which gas-phase properties can be established. In this
experiment, trials were run at three values of Re: 26,000, 33,000, and 43,000;
the smallest measurable particles are 1.4 gpm in diameter. Yet even at the
lowest Reynolds number the particles do not accurately track the gas-phase
flow until x/Do > 40. It might be imagined that the flow can be thoroughly
characterized by using particles much smaller than those currently used.
However, the degree of uncertainty in the particle size determination
increases with decreasing diameter. This is due to certain geometrical features
of the optical configuration and particle sizing technique. Sankar et al. (1988)
indicate an error of up to ± 1.0 pm in the diameter determination for particles
less than 10 gpm. Thus, there is some uncertainty in determining the gas-phase
velocity statistics within 40 diameters of the nozzle.
A related consideration is particle size. The largest particles considered herein
(dp, 50 gtm) have diameters less than or equal to the Kolmogorov length scale
of the turbulence, viz. dp _5 1, where 11 = (vg1/4) The smallest particles
(dp = 1.4 gtm) have dp/ij 5 0.03 (for x/Do 2 25). Thus, while the largest
particles may tend to penetrate the small eddies, the smallest particles are fully
entrained by them. It follows that the drag on small particles is well-
characterized by Stokes' Law, while for the larger particles, many other
effects are present in the equation of motion (Maxey and Riley, 1983).
However, if a particle Reynolds number is defined as Rep = d v K/Vg, for
V K = (e) 1/4 (the Kolmogorov velocity), then Rep = dp/ l 1 for all particles.
3.1.2 Velocity Biasing
In interpreting the velocity measurements, another issue which must be
addressed is that of velocity biasing, owing to the tendency for faster particles
to be observed more frequently. Most investigators maintain that velocity bias
errors are present to some degree. But, while some have claimed that biasing
errors can be easily and routinely corrected for, others have found that
evidence of biasing is inconclusive, contradictory, or non-existent.
Consider a probe volume at a fixed point in space that records N particles, each
crossing the probe volume with velocity Vi. Basically, faster moving particles
are sampled more often than slower ones; a simple ensemble average of
velocity realizations:
; N
biased= Vi (3.5)
i=l
results in a biased average which is slightly higher than actual. Obviously, a
steady laminar flow would not exhibit biasing; all the seeds passing through a
given point will have the same velocity. Thus, one is led to believe that
turbulence intensity is one of the parameters causing bias; indeed, Edwards
(1979) indicated a correction of the form:
Vbiased v (3.6)V 1+V1true truee
where v' = v biased = V true. These rms velocities are all equal because velocity
biasing skews the velocity probability distribution so that only the median (V)
is shifted; the standard deviation (v') remains essentially unchanged. Edwards'
estimate indicates a bias of 6% along the jet centerline, where turbulence
intensity is approximately 25%. More accurate corrections have been
proposed. The original work of McLaughlin and Tiederman(1973) introduced
another factor, C2, which is defined as:
C2 _ transverse velocity variancestreamwise velocity variance
Only in the case of purely one-dimensional "turbulence" does the transverse
velocity variance vanish. However, this is not the case along a jet centerline
in the self-similar region; Chevray and Tutu (1978) indicate a value of
approximately 0.6 for C2.
Other authors have identified additional parameters in evaluating velocity
bias. Buchhave and George require evaluation of Q for each realization,
defined as:
NfQ = (3.8)
where N. is the minimum number of fringes required by the processor to
validate a realization and Nf is the number of fringes in the probe volume.
Further work by Buchhave, George, and Lumley (1979) show that the true
mean velocity is given by:
N
I V i Ati
V =e  (3.9)
i=-
where Ati is the residence time of the i-th particle in the probe volume. The
true rms velocity is also weighted by the residence time:
NI [Vtru - Vi] 2 At i
S2 i-1
vue N= (3.10)
At i
Barnett and Bentley (1974) claimed that mean velocity was biased in
proportion to particle density; Durao and Whitelaw (1975) suggested that
biasing is eliminated by a compensating effect. Bogard and Tiederman (1979)
refute both of these assertions. Later, Edwards (1981) showed that statistical
bias is a function of probability density, but only when the detector samples
uniformly rather than randomly. Buchhave (1979) found that the
McLaughlin-Tiederman correction applied to a counter processor matched the
output from a tracker processor but differed from a hot-wire anemometer
output. Stevenson and Thompson (1982) point out that this is a surprising
result given that the calibration and interpretation of a hot-wire output is
rather straightforward and usually accepted as standard.
Giel and Barnett (1979) were not able to obtain definite evidence that the
predicted bias exists. They studied a turbulent axisymmetric jet with an LDV; a
hot-wire anemometer and a pitot tube/pressure transducer combination were
used as standards. In general, the uncorrected velocity averages were closer
than the corrected ones to the standard. In fact, in studying the jet centerline,
they found that mean velocity and turbulence intensity showed no evidence of
bias. They also make the point that a "correction" routinely applied to data
that is not biased will result in significant errors. In the light of the evidence,
no biasing corrections were made to the velocity data in the experiments.
3.1.3 The Effects of Limited Sample Size
Another factor in this experiment is that of limited sample size. The particle
size histograms are distributed in a log-normal fashion, with a median
diameter less than 10 pm. So at a given location, the majority of the flow field
is small (<10 gm) particles. There are fewer particles associated with the
larger particle sizes. Since the number of samples (n) is finite, there is
uncertainty in the velocity statistics; this includes mean velocity, rms velocity,
and the turbulent power spectrum of the velocity. For mean velocities,
Student's t-Distribution is used (McCuen, 1985), and estimates of 95%
confidence intervals are obtained. The confidence envelopes are defined as:
V - ta/2 < Vexpected < V + ta/2 (3.11)
Similarly, finite sample sizes for particle rms velocities require the use of a X2-
distribution to obtain 95% confidence intervals. These intervals are defined
as:
(n-1)v' ,2 (n-1)v 2  (3.12)
2 < V expected < 2 (3.12)
X1/2 XI-a/2
3.1.4 Nondimensional Velocity Variance vs. the Nondimensional
Relaxation Time Ratio
It is of interest to predict the form of v'2/u' as a function of r/'TK . The
derivation is as follows. Given that V(t) is the particle instantaneous three-
dimensional vector velocity at time t, and given that U(t) is the gas-phase
instantaneous three-dimensional vector velocity at time t, we can write the
Lagrangian equation of particle motion as:
dV(t) 1
dt - [U (t) - V (t)] (3.13)
The inertial attenuation of the Lagrangian power spectrum is (Hjelmfelt and
Mockros, 1966):
JH(f)(2  2 (3.14)1 + (21cfT) 2  (3.14)
This form predicts strong attenuation of high frequencies and weak
attenuation of low frequencies. For an oscillating Stokes flow at a single
frequency, additional analysis shows:
.2
v 1
u 1 + (2xfr)2  (3.15)
If the frequency of oscillation is taken as the frequency of the variance-
producing scales, roughly:
3.7
fv- 3 (3.16)
then:
.2
v I
u '- +• %-4 2  (3.17)
1+ RK
A different approach is to start with the Eulerian equation of motion:
av(t) 1at) + V(t).VV(t) = -[U(t) - V(t)] (3.18)
The characteristic scales of the flow seen by the small scales are the
Kolmogorov time scale, r K, and the Kolmogorov fluctuating velocity scale, vK.
Assuming uniform mean flow, we may subtract the mean velocities U and V
and expand the fluctuating particle velocity for small inertia as:
2
v (t) = u(t) + c (t) +
to find (Lienhard, 1991):
t) = E au(t) + U(t).VU(t)]
vK VK L at (3.20)
and so, for spatially homogeneous turbulence:
v2 = 2 2u - ) u(t). D + OU 3 K i) Dt K (3.21)
If the turbulence is homogeneous at the small scales, the velocity/acceleration
correlation may be shown to equal -e, and we have:
'
2  2
= 1+ I + O
,2
.2 2
(3.22a)
(3.22b)
or:
(3.19)
In the corresponding Lagrangian calculation, c(t) = -dU(t)/dt and the time
average of u (t). (dU (t)/dt) = 0; inertial effects are second order in r/tZK. Usin g
the correlation for e (Eqn. 3.1), we find:
2
VK 1 DoA
-2 - R 3 4.9 - (3.23)
Therefore:
= + 1+ 2 (3.24)
3.2 Power Spectra
3.2.1 The Slotting Technique
An important consideration in this experiment is the limitations imposed by
random sampling. The data collected by the PDPA are referred to as
"randomly-sampled" because the time differences between the occurrence of
samples (the interarrival times, Ati) are basically Poisson-distributed. Fig. I la
illustrates a typical interarrival time histogram. Random sampling precludes
the conventional process of obtaining the power spectra from the FFT
algorithm which relies on uniformly-sampled data where the interarrival
time is constant.
Saxena (1985) examined several methods used to obtain power spectra from
random data. The data can be made continuous by linear interpolation, then
re-sampled to obtain uniform data; however, this technique is error-prone.
Rather than ramping the time history between data points, random data can be
re-sampled with a "sample and hold" technique, which creates a step-like time
history (Adrian and Yao, 1985). However, this is likewise error-prone.
Leneman and Lewis (1966) have shown that frequency resolution using these
methods is limited to about one-third of f,, where:
1
f 1 2 (3.25a)2 tavg
and:
Atav =N Ati  (3.25b)
i=l
The "slotting" technique of Gaster and Roberts (1975), which has smaller
errors than these other methods, is therefore used.
Briefly, the slotting technique calculates a power spectrum from the discrete
velocity autocorrelation. The specifics are as follows. The data records contain
an arbitrary number of points (usually between 1000 and 10,000 points). This
is in contrast to the uniformly-sampled case in which the number of points is
a power of two. The data records then have the mean removed to to avoid
leakage from the spike at zero frequency. An autocorrelation is formed, with T
as the lag time:
R(r) = v(t).v(t + ) (3.26)
where v(t) is the instantaneous fluctuating velocity. The maximum
correlation time (tmax) is 0.05 seconds. The lag time axis is divided into 1024
bins, with equal width of 49 jts. The spectrum is found by applying the FFT
algorithm with a triangular Bartlett window B(r) to the autocorrelation:
+00
E, (f) = 2 f B(r) R() e2rjft dr (3.27)
0
where B(0) = 1 and B(rmax) = 0. This is the one-sided power spectral density.
The computer codes based on this algorithm are contained in Appendix E.
3.2.2 Spectral Variance and Logarithmic Smoothing
Logarithmic smoothing, as defined by Helland and Rosenblatt (1979), is used to
reduce the variance of the spectral estimate and provide a more meaningful
distribution of data that is always displayed on a logarithmic axis. A smoothed
spectrum is defined as:
smoothed ra w(3.28)E U (f) = w(f) E au( f) (3.28)
fl < f < f2
where:
w(f) = Af (3.29a)
and:
(3.29b)= 10 I / n
where n is the number of smoothed points per decade (a value of 10 is used).
In this experiment:
1Af = 2 = 10 Hz (3.29c)
Smoothing is based on the statistical independence of spectral amplitudes of
adjacent frequency components from the discrete Fourier transform. Helland
and Rosenblatt show that smoothing and averaging reduce the variance of the
spectral estimate. At a given location and Reynolds number, 15 time-series
records are collected. Fifteen separate spectral estimates (L = 15) are
averaged to yield a single spectrum. The variance is correspondingly reduced
by 1/L. Logarithmic smoothing further reduces the variance by averaging
neighboring values. The resulting expression for spectral variance is:
var F2v(f) = 4 rmax L f 1) E(f) (3.30)
Mayo (1978), however, indicates that the slotting estimator has an intrinsic
variance given by:
2
var E = (f) 2E ~ v,(f) + ) (3.31)
where X, the average sampling frequency, is defined as n/T. T is the total
length of time of the record and n is the number of points in the sample
(typically, n = 20,000). The E,,(f)-term establishes the low-frequency
variance limit, and the v' 2/1-term establishes the high-frequency variance
limit. This first term is necessary because increasingly high sample rates will
not reduce low frequency variance. A correct estimator for variance must
include the effects described in both Eqns. 3.30 and 3.31. Thus, the resulting
expression for total variance is:
2
var Ev,(f) = 6 T1L f (E(f) + (3.32)
A final consideration is in order. Although perfect Poisson sampling would
give infinite frequency resolution (due to the infinitesimal time differences
between some of the points) the actual instrument sampling rate is
approximately limited to a 100 us time gap or a 10,000 Hz limit. This
corresponds to a "pseudo-Nyquist" frequency limit of 5000 Hz or so.
Technically speaking, this is not a Nyquist limit and there is no Nyquist
folding phenomenon. However, one cannot realistically obtain information
on frequencies higher than the inverse of this 100 gts time gap.
3.2.3 Windowing and Dropouts
The PDPA system contains a 16k data buffer which is filled after 1024 samples
have been collected. A peculiarity of the PDPA system is that there is a brief
pause (25 ms duration) during which no data is taken; the buffer is emptied
and prepared for more data. At the end of this pause, or "dropout," the buffer
begins taking more data. This is functionally equivalent to windowing the
data with a series of square windows, each window separated by a 25 ms
dropout. In this section, this windowing phenomenon is modelled for a worst-
case scenario so that its effect on the data can be determined. It is compared to
the ideal situation of no dropouts.
Consider a velocity time-series h(t) that is windowed two ways. The first
window (shown in Fig. 2a) of time length T has no dropouts; it is known (see
Bendat and Piersol (1971), for example) that the square of the Fourier
transform of this uncorrupted square window is:
H(si2 7sin fT33)H ( = f (3.33)
where the subscript 1 denotes the no-dropout case. The second window
contains dropouts and is characterized by several parameters as shown in
Fig. 2b. The number of dropouts during the time T is denoted by y. The
dropout time is denoted by 0 and is constant for a given processor (here, 0 = 25
ms). The parameter k is defined as T/y (valid for k * 0); this is the width of the
time window between dropouts. This second window is denoted by the
subscript 2 and it is found that:
2 ( 2 2
= (ff (sinxf(k+0) [2sin2 fy(k+O) + 2sin 2zfk
- sin 2f(k+V(k+0)) - sin 2 f(k-V(k+0))] (3.34)
The algebra is worked out in Appendix A. In the worst case scenario, the
validation rate is near unity, data density and sampling rate are high, and the
dropout duration is much greater than the average interarrival time:
1
0 (3.35)
The highest sampling rate is about 1000 Hz. Thus, the buffer fills up with
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about 1000 valid samples (k = 1000 ms), following which there is a 25 ms
dropout period (0 = 25 ms). Since T = y k, the dropout phenomenon is a
function of y only. Figs. 2c, 2d, and 2e compare the windows with and without
dropouts for y = 3, 10, and 85, respectively. The PDPA has a DMA (direct
memory access) buffer for 85,000 samples; y = 85 corresponds to this
maximum. It can be seen that there is very little error caused by dropouts for
this worst-case scenario.
It is interesting to note that the major effect of dropouts is to cause the
appearance of a secondary spectrum very far from the first primary lobe. In
Fig. 2f, for i = 10, additional harmonics begin to appear after the sidelobes of
the uncorrupted window have decayed to a negligible level. In Fig. 2g, for
= 100, these harmonics are very pronounced and appear to define a
secondary spectrum of their own. Define the highest sidelobe level (HSL) as
the ratio of the highest amplitude of a sidelobe of H2(f) to HI(0):
2H (fsidelbe
HSL = 20 log Hx(0 ) (3.36)
It is found that HSL is approximately -13 db for both cases. In general,
dropouts caused by dead time have little effect on the validity of the spectral
estimate.
Chapter 4
Results
4.1 Mean and rms Velocities
This section deals primarily with particle-phase and gas-phase velocities as a
function of downstream distance (x/Do) and as a function of particle diameter
(dp). We consider first the evolution of particle mean and rms velocities and
then turn our attention to inertially-induced differences between gas-phase
and particle-phase velocity statistics and spectra.
4.1.1 Velocities as a Function of Downstream Distance
It is necessary to determine the gas-phase velocity for comparison to the
classical results. Since the minimum particle size is 1.4 gm, Eqn. 3.4
establishes a criterion for distance beyond which gas-phase behavior can be
assumed. Fig. 3a shows the mean velocity of 1.4 pm particles along the jet
centerline as a function of downstream distance for the three Reynolds
numbers. The 1.4 pgm particles can be said to represent the gas-phase only for
the following ranges:
x/Do > 40 for Re = 26,000 (4. la)
x/D o > 48 for Re = 33,000 (4.1b)
x/Do > 58 for Re = 43,000 (4.1c)
The behavior of the centerline mean velocity is compared, in Fig. 3a, to the
correlation for gas-phase centerline mean velocity given by Hinze (1975):
U 5.9 (4.2)
Uo  x
- 0.5
Do
The agreement is very good for the ranges indicated above; the agreement is
poorest near the nozzle. This is to be expected, as slip is greatest near the
nozzle. The particle rms velocities can be compared to classical results also. It
is known that within the self-similar region along a jet centerline:
u' = 0.25 U (4.3)
If this relation is substituted into Eqn. 4.1, then an expression for the
centerline gas rms velocity is obtained:
u' 1.5S= .5 (4.4)
o x- 0.5
Do
The particle rms velocities are compared to this in Fig. 3b. Again, the
agreement is best far from the nozzle where slip is at a minimum. Finally, the
particle turbulence intensities, defined as the ratio of rms velocities to mean
velocities, are shown in Fig. 3c, along with the asymptote at 0.25. Here, the
disagreement is rather large (on the order of 20%) for all distances.
4.1.2 Velocities as a Function of Particle Diameter
The particle mean velocities are shown as a function of particle diameter in
Figs. 4a through 4c for six different downstream locations (15 <x/Do < 65) and
for the three Reynolds numbers. In all three cases, the profiles are flat for
x/D o 2 45.
Fig. 5 shows the 95% confidence envelopes for Re = 43,000. The smaller
number of points associated with the larger sizes causes a greater uncertainty
in the data (recall that the particle size histograms are weighted towards the
smallest particles). Yet the trend of increasing velocity is of greater
magnitude than the uncertainty envelopes, indicating that the particle mean
velocity increase is a statistically significant trend. It can also be seen that
the statistical confidence envelopes decrease with increasing x/Do0 .
Figs. 4a through 4c indicate the ballistic character of the larger particles'
mean velocities. This is most apparent for distances within 35 diameters of the
nozzle. The upward trend in the particle mean velocity is explained by the
following mechanism. After the particle laden gas flow exits the nozzle, the
gas phase of the jet spreads as momentum is diffused. Sub-inertial particles
and--to a lesser degree--small inertial particles slow down because they are
able to quickly respond to the changes in the diverging flow field. However,
the larger inertial particles maintain their momentum and continue on a
high-speed trajectory, responding more slowly to the changes in the gas-
phase motion. Thus, large particles have higher mean velocities than smaller
particles. The effect is most pronounced near the nozzle, diminishing farther
away.
The behavior of particle rms velocity is shown in Figs. 6a, 6b, and 6c for
Re = 26,000, 33,000, and 43,000, respectively; associated confidence envelopes
for x/Do of 15, 25, 35 and 65 at Re= 43,000 are shown in Fig. 7. Once again,
statistically significant trends are evident outside of the envelopes, and the
confidence envelopes decrease with increasing x/Do. However, these results
are somewhat harder to decipher than the mean velocity results.
The large particles have significant inertia and are unable to follow the high
frequency fluctuations of the turbulent flow, as indicated by a decrease in rms
velocity for increasing particle size. However, the magnitude of this
difference lessens farther downstream; the size of the smallest eddies grow and
large particles are able to follow the larger eddy sizes. By the time the flow
reaches 65 diameters from the nozzle, the rms velocity profiles are flat.
Noteworthy aberrations occur near x/Do of 15 and 25. Here, rms velocities
increase for 25 < dp < 50 gm.
Particle turbulence intensities (defined here as particle rms velocity v' divided
by particle mean velocity V) are plotted in Figs. 8a, 8b, and 8c. The variation is
quite large, as much as 40% of the expected gas-phase 0.25 when x/Do = 15.
Yet by the time the flow reaches 65 diameters, the particle turbulence
intensity profiles are almost flat, in keeping with the results above.
4.1.3 Dimensionless Velocity Variance as a Function of the
Dimensionless Relaxation Time Ratio
On the basis of the preceding figures, it would seem that the flow is adequately
tracked by most particles beyond x/Do of 35 or so; this appears to indicate that
Eqn. 4.1 imposes conditions that are far too stringent. Yet, a different
approach to the data reduction indicates that this is not so. Fig. 9 shows the
ratio of particle to gas velocity variance (v' 2 divided by u"2) as a function of
the dimensionless relaxation time (r/'k) for four different values of R, (where
Rx is 1.26F[e, as determined in Appendix B). The data is sorted by Re and is
included in Appendix D. The data for R, = 140 were acquired specifically to
broaden the range of Reynolds numbers; they correspond to Re = 13,000 at
x/Do = 25. For a set of particle velocity data to be meaningfully included in
this graph, the gas-phase rms velocity (u') must be accurately known. Once
again, use of Eqn. 3.4 mandates the exclusion of the following data sets:
x/D o < 25 for Re = 13,000 or R, = 140; x/Do < 40 for Re = 26,000 or R, = 202;
x/Do < 48 for Re = 33,000 or R = 229; and x/Do < 58 for Re = 43,000 or
RX = 261.
The data are scattered, but there is clearly a slight peaking trend for particle
rms velocity near r/r k = 1. It appears, therefore, that a particle will be slightly
energized when its relaxation time is approximately equal to that of the local
Kolmogorov timescale. The peak value is about 3% for R, = 140 and somewhat
lower for higher Rx.  Figs. 10a through 10d illustrate the curves for individual
Reynolds numbers with the associated 95% confidence envelopes, and
Figs. 10e through 10h show the curves with smoothing. Note that Eqn. 3.17
(the Lagrangian result) does not predict any energization. Eqn. 3.24 predicts
a maximum energization of 0.7% for R, = 140, c/r k = 1, and x/D 0 = 25, as
opposed to the value of 3% that was observed at somewhat lower V/ck. It is
possible that spatial biasing (Maxey, 1987) may be a factor in this discrepancy.
A possible mechanism for energization is as follows.
In regions of small-scale motion, only very small particles will follow rapid
accelerations of turbulent straining motions. Conversely, particles having
significant inertia can overcome the small-scale viscous motions that are
responsible for dissipating small eddies. It is postulated that there exist
intermediate-size particles which are accelerated by the straining motions,
but which are less affected by associated viscous damping. In Eqn. 3.21, this
effect appears as convection of the particle slip velocity by the gas-phase
turbulence. The present experimental evidence indicates that this
intermediate size is a function of the dissipation rate and the scale of the
smallest eddies; in a nondimensional formulation, this is where r/rk - 1.
Related effects may include the predicted tendency for small inertia particles
to collect in regions of high strain rate or low vorticity (Maxey, 1982).
4.2 Power Spectra
4.2.1 Interarrival Times
It was said in Chapter 3 that the interarrival-time histogram is approximately
Poisson-distributed. Fig. Ila shows this histogram for Re = 33,000 and
x/Do = 25. Fig. lb shows the interarrival times (Ati) for each occurrence (i).
The average sampling rate is somewhere near 750 Hz, the minimum
interarrival time of 100 jis is evident, and the dropout period of 25 ms is visible.
Because the validation rate was about 75%, the dropouts occur for every 750
counts rather than every 1000 counts. The Poisson distribution:
* e-a
z(o) - 0!
is shown in Fig. l c for f = 1, 3 and 5.
4.2.2 Power Spectra for Several Downstream Distances
Particle-phase turbulent power spectra were estimated for six downstream
distances (15 _ x/D o 5 65) at the three Reynolds numbers. Figs. 12 illustrate
the curves for Re = 26,000. Figs. 13 illustrate the curves for Re = 33,000.
Figs. 14 illustrate the curves for Re = 43,000. Several comments can be made
about the spectra. First of all, the shape of the curves agrees well with the
theory. A flat region representative of the large eddies is evident at low
frequencies. This is followed by an inertial subrange with a -5/3 slope, similar
to that found by Gibson and Schwarz (1963), Chevray and Tutu (1978), and
others. The final region at high frequencies is a "noise floor" that prevents
further resolution. Although perfect Poisson sampling would give unlimited
frequency resolution, a noise floor of practical significance exists because of
limited average sampling frequency and the minimum time between samples
(100 tLs) that the instrument can resolve (as discussed at the end of
Section 3.2.1).
It is expected that the spectral estimate of the turbulent kinetic energy should
yield a smooth shape, as is the case for hot-wire results. The results using a
PDPA are not smooth; the spectral estimates contain fluctuations, particularly
for high frequencies, large particle sizes, few estimates per averaged
spectrum (small L), and large downstream distances. I use the term spectral
distortion in this paper to describe the smoothness or quality of a spectral
estimate. Spectra with low distortion are shown in Fig. 15a. These are
identical to those in Fig. 13b; they represent the average of 15 spectral
estimates (L = 15). Spectra with a high level of distortion are shown in
Fig. 15b; these spectra represent a single spectral estimate (L = 1). The effect
of distortion for a single curve is shown in Figs. 15c and 15d for the 1 to 5 pm
size range; also shown are the associated confidence envelopes as defined in
Eqn. 3.32.
Given this new terminology, it is instructive to consider the effects of mean
sampling rate, as shown in Tables 1 and 2, on the distortion of the spectra. In
general, sampling rate decreases as downstream distance increases (due to jet
spreading). As sampling rate goes down, spectral distortion increases. The
point at which the spectral estimate begins to distort increases from
approximately 1000 Hz for high sampling rate to approximately 100 Hz for low
sampling rate. Furthermore, since the size histograms are weighted towards
the smallest particles, the sampling rate decreases with increasing particle
size. It can be seen that the spectral estimates are the least distorted for the
smallest particles at any given downstream station. The most notable
exceptions to these trends occurs for x/D 0 = 15 at Re = 33,000 and 43,000
(Figs. 13a and 14a, respectively). Here, particle speed and particle density are
so high that the PDPA cannot validate many of the particles; this leads to a
correspondingly small sample rate and therefore low spectral coherence.
Distortion at high frequencies makes it hard to distinguish the separate power
spectrum curves for the various size bins; yet at low frequencies, distortion is
small enough so that a trend is apparent: there appears to be a trend of
decreasing power associated with increasing particle size. These results are,
for the most part, common to all spectra measured in this study. This low-
frequency spectral behavior is somewhat counter-intuitive. It is expected that
large and small particles alike are able to follow the largest scales of motion.
Thus, one would expect close agreement between all curves at low frequencies.
However, the opposite trend is evident: the spectra begin to coincide only at
the higher frequencies. Another surprise is the "crossover" effect: The
largest-particle spectrum (for the size bin that includes the 35 im particles)
has a higher power spectral density than the second-largest-particle
spectrum. The largest-particle spectrum appears to crossover the others.
4.2.3 Power Spectral Variance
Are in fact these spectral estimates accurate, and not just the result of random
fluctuations? Figs. 16a through 16f show the estimated variance (as
determined in Eqn. 3.32) associated with the six spectra at x/D 0 = 35 and
Re = 26,000 (Fig. 12c). The spectral behavior appears to be statistically
significant even when taking into account the confidence envelopes.
Figs. 15c and 15d illustrate the effect of L on the confidence envelopes. The
comments above about sampling rate appear to be validated in these figures:
the best estimates are for low frequencies, small particles, and small x/D0.
Note, however, that the magnitude of the spectral distortion is of greater
magnitude than the bounds of the confidence envelopes. This would seem to
indicate that Eqn. 3.20 under-predicts the magnitude of spectral variance, or,
at least, sampling rate is much more important in the estimate of spectral
variance.
4.2.4 Sampling Rate Restrictions
The spectral estimates are limited by the effects of finite sampling rate.
Table 1 lists the overall sampling rate for the data and Table 2 provides a
breakdown by particle size for Re = 33,000. Because many sampling rates are
so low, some spectra are of questionable validity. It appears that spectra
remain free of appreciable distortion up to about five or six times their mean
sample rate. Since we are interested in frequencies at least up to 100 Hz, then
spectra with X less than 20 Hz are probably not too useful. Spectra from
Fig. 13 with X > 17 are plotted in Fig. 18. Spectral distortion is not evident in
the remaining curves for frequencies less than 5X (except for x/D0 = 15,
which was an exceptional case described above). Furthermore, there is no
crossover effect; the remaining curves at. each downstream station coincide
rather closely.
Fig. 17 illustrates some dissipation spectra (fE,, vs. f). In both graphs, it can
be seen that maximum dissipation occurs at 100 Hz for the smallest particles.
The largest particles dissipate their energy at around 50 Hz. A low signal-to-
noise ratio in this experiment obscures the dissipation scale beyond 150 Hz.
These dissipation spectra are useful because they indicate a frequency range
within which the spectral estimate is of high quality. The area under a given
power spectral density curve (E,, vs. f) is equal to the particle velocity
variance (v, 2) and this provides an independent check on the validity of the
spectral estimates. Although spectral noise is very high in Figs. 17a and 17b,
we can extrapolate a line with a -2/3 slope from the peak of the dissipation
spectra and in doing so imagine what the "true" shape of the dissipation
curves is. Ad hoc assumptions were made in this fashion to evaluate the area
under the power spectral density curves. Tables 1 and 2 provide a tabulation
of these quantities. It seems that the area under the power spectral density
curves only provides an order-of-magnitude estimate of the fluctuating rms
velocity.
4.2.5 Power Spectral Behavior for the Smallest Particle Sizes
A useful subset of Figs. 12, 13, and 14 is the power spectra for the smallest
particle size range. In light of Figs. 9, 10, and 11 above, the smallest particle
size range is close (within a few percent) to the gas-phase power spectral
density, E,,. Fig. 19a illustrates the six spectra for Re = 26,000; Fig. 19b
illustrates the six spectra for Re = 33,000; and Fig. 19c illustrates the six
spectra for Re = 43,000. These same spectra, in Fig. 20, are expressed in
Kolmogorov universal equilibrium form:
F(xn) = 5/4 1/4 (4.5)
vg a
where ic = 2Wf/U is the wavenumber, and il is the Kolmogorov length scale.
Although the shape of the curves agrees well with theory, these universal
equilibrium spectra do not collapse onto a single curve; in fact, they exhibit an
apparent increase in energy with increasing downstream distance.
These spectra are compared to the expected high-Reynolds-number spectrum
predicted by Pao (1965) which would characterize the gas-phase turbulence.
It is quite possible that the largest particles in the size range are slipping
enough to cause this deviation from Pao's expected spectrum, yet it may also be
possible that the spectra do not scale with this universal Kolmogorov form.
The particle velocity flow field may scale with the spectrum associated with
turbulent passive scalar mixing rather than that of turbulent kinetic energy.
This is because the suspended (non-slipping) aerosol is, in some respects, like
a scalar which tags the fluid leaving the jet nozzle. Gibson and Schwarz (1963)
indicate that, for a passive scalar field, there are four regions of the turbulent
mixing spectrum (as opposed to three for the turbulent kinetic energy
spectrum): 1) a flat region at low wavenumbers (slope of zero) common to all
finite Reynolds-number flows, 2) an inertial subrange region (slope of -5/3)
at intermediate wavenumbers, 3) a unique viscous-convective region (slope of
-1) at higher wavenumbers, and 4) the final diffusive roll-off region at the
highest wavenumbers. The transition from inertial subrange to the viscous-
convective region occurs for Kqi on the order of 0.1. Therefore, Fig. 20 also
displays the departure from the inertial subrange due to the possible existence
of the viscous-convective region. The agreement is slightly better, although
low spectral coherence prevents a truly exact comparison.
If we assume that the spectra scale with the turbulent passive scalar mixing
spectra:
EvvC5 C3/4
F2(KT\ ) 5/4 (4.6)
vg X
then all we need is the expression for scalar dissipation rate X. However, since
X depends on the magnitude of the "diffusivity of droplets in air," we are not
able to form an explicit expression for X. However, the ratio of velocity to
scalar dissipation rate (O/X = a) is obtainable by multiplying F(ric) by a so that
the new spectra (F2(KC)) coincide with Pao's curve in the inertial subrange.
The scaled spectra , defined as ctF(K1T) = F 2(irl), are shown in Fig. 21. The
corresponding values of a are plotted in Fig. 22. Since a decays as a -1.2 power
of x/Do and e decays as a -4 power of x/Do , the scalar dissipation rate for the
particle field must decay as a -2.8 power of x/Do.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1 Theoretical Findings
Direct measurements of Eulerian velocity statistics and spectra have been
made as a function of aerosol particle inertia in an independently-controlled
turbulent flow. Time-series of particle velocity and diameter were measured
under various flow conditions and the size-sorted statistics and random-arrival
spectra were calculated. Confidence intervals were obtained for all measured
quantities to ensure that the observed behavior is statistically significant.
Mass loadings of aerosol were kept sufficiently low that particle influence on
the gas-phase turbulence is negligible. Results are presented in terms of the
ratio of particle relaxation time to the local Kolmogorov time scale, /Irk.
Inertia clearly attenuates the particle motion at large r/rt (, 1), in agreement
with the expectations of classical Lagrangian theory. The form of that
attenuation, however, is surprising. For particles of low inertia, (r/zr - 0.01),
mean and rms velocities are very close to those of the gas-phase turbulence,
and particle velocity spectra satisfy classical Kolmogorov scaling in the near
field of the jet. However, for particles of somewhat larger inertia, an
energization of a few percent occurs, showing a maximum for r/,k - 1. This
may or may not be a major consideration for the general researcher,
especially considering that velocity biasing, particle sizing ambiguity, and
limited sample size may cause errors many times greater than this. The
magnitude of this energization is somewhat smaller than the Eulerian analysis
predicts. At this same relative frequency, a Lagrangian Stokes' flow estimate
of v' /u"2 would predict no energization and, for larger 'r/rk, a much faster
attenuation of v . Measurements suggest, then, that a strict criterion for
subinertial particles would be r/k, = 0.01, and that inertial attenuation grows
more slowly than might otherwise be expected.
Additional surprises are found in the Eulerian velocity spectra. As particle
inertia increases, the low-frequency part of the spectrum drops below the
Kolmogorov universal spectrum of the subinertial particles, rather than
commencing at higher frequencies first as Lagrangian theory predicts. The
matter is complicated by the fact that there are fewer particles associated with
the larger inertial particles; thus the sampling rate is lower and both spectral
variance and distortion are higher. However, if one considers only those size
ranges for which X > 20 Hz, then this effect is not visible. Clearly, fuller
experimental resolution of the large particles and high wavenumbers is
desirable in exploring this trend, but the observed behavior lies well above
the established spectral variance. It is worth saying that Eqn. 3.32 in its
present form under-predicts the magnitude of the variance; future work
should address this problem. Difficulties arise in the spectral estimate as the
sample rate decreases, either downstream or for less numerous particle sizes;
higher number densities are quite desirable in diminishing the magnitude of
these problems.
Several possible mechanisms may account for the disagreements with
Lagrangian theory. One is the presence of convective effects in the Eulerian
correlations, which are absent in the Lagrangian forms. The second is the
spatial bias of inertial-particle number density in nonuniform flows which
has been described by Maxey (1987). Future efforts should consider these
theoretical issues as well as further experimental efforts at improved spectral
resolution, variation of R. and other flow conditions, and the contributions of
other parameters beyond t/tk.
5.2 Equipment
Several recommendations are in order for the equipment problem. A wider
range of nozzle Reynolds numbers must be achieved, so as to achieve greater
separation between large and small scales (a parameter characterized by R,).
This is also necessary because higher jet velocities will lessen the spatial
effects of time-dependent aerosol evaporation. Another aim should be to
construct a higher velocity, lower turbulence intensity jet using a modified
approach to turbulence management.
One of the most pressing problems faced in this experiment is that of
evaporation. It is conceivable that many different substances other than
water can be used for the aerosol phase. However, this introduces the
possibility of merely trading one set of problems for another. Oils and
glycerols will resist evaporation not only in the jet but also in the laboratory
in which the experiments are held. Flourocarbons present both immediate
and long-term environmental hazards, as well as requiring substantial
ventilation. Solid particles, dusts, glass beads, and more exotic formulations
(such as polystyrene latex suspensions) are entirely free from evaporative
restrictions but likewise pose similar environmental hazards.
Of course, most of these problems can be alleviated by enclosing the jet. Once
again, though, new problems arise. A free jet is no longer "free" when it is
enclosed in such a small space that recirculation changes the character of
entrainment. A small enclosure would also cause fouling of the optical access
windows due to deposition. The enclosure can be made much larger than the
largest length scales of the jet, but this would require that the focal lengths of
both the transmitting and receiving optics be proportionally increased. This
will reduce the ability of the optical system to resolve very dense particle
fields that are so essential in many aspects of the experiment.
Future efforts should also investigate the properties of several aerosol
generation methods. The ideal outcome would involve coupling theoretical
knowledge of the instabilities and competing forces associated with fluid
break-up with the practical construction of aerosol generation systems.
Perhaps several different generators, operating concurrently over several
different size ranges, will produce a robust aerosol with a wide range of sizes
that would both follow the smallest scales of motion (with small particles) and
yet provide robust particles (with large diameters) which would resist
evaporation and thus provide information about the flow regions far
downstream.
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Finally, there should be an investigation of the possibility of replacing the
present 10 milliwatt Helium-Neon laser with a high-powered five watt Argon-
ion laser in the PDPA optics. This will increase the doppler burst signal-to-
noise ratio by roughly a factor of 300, deducting two and one half decades from
the present spectral noise floor.
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.3
.1
n
.1
For Re = 26,000:
x/D o Overall Sample Rate X (Hz)
15
25
35
45
55
65
960
344
120
42
19
13
For Re = 33,000:
x/D o Overall Sample Rate X (Hz)
15
25
35
45
55
65
351
348
362
119
34
45
For Re = 43,000:
x/D o Overall Sample Rate X (Hz)
15
25
35
45
55
65
150
374
331
196
65
79
Table 1. Sample Rates (k) and
Variance
Velocity
Particles at All Reynolds Numbers (Re) and
Downstream Distances (x/Do)
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9.67
4.12
1.93
1.28
0.73
0.59
13.10
6.40
3.76
2.16
1.39
1.10
JEV.df
5.06
1.94
1.23
0.92
0.37
0.32
fE,,df
3.52
2.56
2.06
1.48
0.56
0.80
E,,Vdf
12.20
9.75
4.03
3.18
2.45
1.74
,2V
46.37
14.44
6.76
4.49
3.28
2.34
(v` 2 and JEvvdf) for the Smallest
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For x/D o = 15:
Particle Size Range (pm) Sample Rate X (Hz)
176
88
35
21
11
7
For x/Do = 25:
Particle Size Range (gm) Sample Rate X (Hz)
174
87
35
21
10
7
For x/D o = 35:
Particle Size Range (gm)
01 -
06 -
11 -
16 -
21 -
26 -
06
11
16
21
26
35
Sample Rate X (Hz)
181
91
36
22
11
7
Table 2. A Comparison of the Two Velocity
Variances (v' 2 and JEvvdf) for All Particle
Sizes and Downstream Distances (x/Do) at
Re = 33,000
.2
JI 1....aI
3.52
4.03
3.12
2.71
1.92
1.34
3.08
13.10
14.82
13.76
12.25
11.15
12.04
13.03
,2
V
6.40
6.65
6.76
6.40
6.30
5.90
5.57
IEvvdf
2.56
2.99
2.99
2.62
5.90
1.18
1.63
.2
v
3.76
3.84
3.72
3.68
3.39
2.99
JE,vdf
2.06
2.22
2.14
2.05
1.00
1.36
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For x/Do = 45:
Particle Size Range (gim)
01 - 07
07 - 12
12 - 17
17 - 22
22 - 27
24 - 35
Sample Rate X (Hz)
60
30
12
7
4
2
v' 2 E,,df
2.16
2.22
2.19
2.10
2.09
2.07
1.48
1.48
1.45
0.70
0.40
0.82
For x/D o = 55:
Particle Size Range (gLm) Sample Rate X (Hz)
17
8
For x/D o = 65:
Particle Size Range (gim)
01 - 11
11 - 16
16 - 21
21 - 26
26 - 36
Table 2 (cont.).
Sample Rate X (Hz)
23
12
5
3
1
A Comparison
v' 2 JE,vdf
1.10
1.10
1.12
1.12
1.08
0.80
0.71
0.55
0.28
0.59
of the Two
Velocity Variances (v'2 and Evvdf) for All
Particle Sizes and Downstream
(x/Do) at Re = 33,000
,2 I,
1.39
1.39
1.37
1.34
1.39
1.37
0.56
0.82
0.99
0.33
0.13
0.22
I .... IJ v,
Distances
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Appendix A
The Effect of Windowing with Dropouts
As shown in Chapter 3, there are two functions of interest. The derivation of
the first function is given in Bendat and Piersol (1971). The derivation of the
second function is given here. This function is the Fourier transform of a
window with dropouts as characterized in Fig. 2b; in the following, it is simply
called H(f). Given a time series h(t), define the Fourier transform of it as:
H(f) = F(h(t)) (A.1)
which is:
+00
H(f) = f h(t) e2 gjft dt
-00
(A.2)
where h(t) is defined for
h(t) =
V dropouts as:
0 for t < 0
o < t < tel
tel+ 0 < t < tc2
t(v-1) + 0 < t < t,
t>T
Therefore:
H(f) = Hi(f) =
i=1 i=1
t.i
Se2 i j ft dt
tc(i-1)+O
For i _ 1 :
tci = ik + (i-1)0
H(f) = 2  (e2xjf(ik+(i- 1)0) e2njf(i- 1)(k+0))H(f) 
= i=l
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(A.3)
(A.4)
so that:
(A.5)
(A.6)
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After some manipulation:
H(f) 1 - e-2xjfk) (e-2xjfO) e2xjf(k+O)i(f) = (1 1=1 (A.7)
Using the following identity:
(A.8)il-xiI-x
it follows that:
.)e2 njfk(1 - e- 2- nj f k)  1e e2 nj f (k + O)y
H() = f (1- e2f j f ( k+ 0) (A.9)
The quantity of interest here is H (f), defined as:
IH(f)12 = H(f). H*(f) (A.10)
where H* (f) is the complex conjugate of H(f). Making use of the following
trigonometric identity:
1 - cos 2a = 2 sin2 a (A.11)
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it is found that:
IH(f)= ( sinf(k+0,) [2sin 2xfy(k+O) + 2sin 2 ifk
- sin 2 f(k+y(k+0)) - sin2 f(k-y(k+0))] (A.12)
which is Eqn. 3.34.
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Appendix B
The Reynolds Number Relations
The relation between the jet Reynolds number and the microscale Reynolds
number was given in Chapter 4 as:
RX = 1.26i--e (B.1)
The derivation is as follows.
microscale Reynolds number as:
Hinze (1975) gives the definition of the
R, = U XVg (B.2)
where .g is the transverse dissipation length scale, also defined in Hinze. Xg is
found implicitly by equating the two relations for the turbulent kinetic
energy dissipation rate e:
348 Uo
Do(x/Do) 4
(B.3)
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which is Eqn. 3.1, and:
U 2
e = 15 v9,(2 (B.4)
which comes from Hinze. Furthermore, along a jet centerline, it is known
that:
uu =0.25U
and from Eqn. 4.1:
U 5.9
U0  xUo - 0.5
Do
Combining Eqns. B.2 through B.6 yields:
R, = 1.26 (B-e
(B.5)
(B.6)
.7)
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Appendix C
Evaporation and Number Density
Attempts were made at mapping the number density field of the jet in an effort
to compare it to known results for concentration fields. However, the results
are rather disappointing due to the phenomenon of evaporation. The
evaporation problem is quite profound for high-velocity water aerosols
issuing into quiescent air at room temperature and average (50% or so)
relative humidity. The jet is almost completely evaporated when x/Do = 100.
More importantly, most of the particles in the jet, and therefore the major
contributors to the number density, are quite small--less than 10 grm in
diameter. These smallest particles, although contributing very little to the
mass of the jet, evaporate the soonest.
An attempt was made to quantify the evaporation phenomenon. This analysis
provides a qualitative result which predicts the form of the downstream size
histograms; quantitative results are not presently possible. Work by Davies
(1978) provides a starting point. Davies found that the rate of change of the
surface area of an evaporating droplet is constant:
da
dt c (C.1)
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where a is the droplet radius, and where c, depends on the diffusion
coefficient of water vapor in air, the density of the particle, the relative
humidity of the air, and the saturation vapor pressure of water near the drop
surface. Accurate measurements of these properties are not easily realized in
the laboratory. From this it follows that:
a = c1t + c2  (C.2)
2Define the radius at t = 0 as the initial radius ao. Then c2 = ao. The time
required for the particle to evaporate is te, defined as:
d,
t = de (C.3)
where de is the distance that a particle travels before evaporating and V is the
2particle mean velocity. Thus cl = -ao/t e . Note that the average distance a
particle travels as it is carried in the jet (d) is not the same as the the
downstream centerline distance (x). Because a particle is subject to turbulent
chaotic motions as well as recirculation, the distance d is several times greater
than x. This distance d is gross average Lagrangian particle motion, an
expression for which is not presently available. If one assumes that the form
of this downstream Lagrangian particle mean velocity decay is:
C3V = d (C.4)d
then the expression for downstream decay of the droplet radius is:
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2
ao
2 2
a = ao - -t (C.5)
te
or:
2 2 2
a = ao - c4 d (C.6)
The size histogram of the aerosol at t = 0 (and therefore d = 0) is distributed in
an approximately log-normal fashion. Define the probability distribution of
this size histogram at t = 0 as:
1 -1 2P(a) = exp (In ao - o) (C.7)
= 2x aoOo 2(o
where go is the median droplet radius at t = 0 and oo is the variance of the
distribution at t = 0. The general probability distribution is a function of
Lagrangian distance (d) as well as particle radius (a) and can be expressed as:
P(d, a) = ao - c 4 d [P(a) S a - c 4 d') (C.8)
where:
S(x) = 0 for x _< 0 (C.9)
1 for x>0
The function P(d, a) is plotted against dp in Fig. 23a for several values of the
parameter c4 . Fig. 23b shows an experimentally measured size histogram from
Simo and Lienhard (1990), taken at Re = 13,000 for several downstream
distances, using a Durst-Umhauer (1975) generator and a different jet
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apparatus . Note that in Fig. 23b, x/ro = 2x/D o. The agreement is close and the
shape of the decaying histograms is similar. Thus, in a qualitative sense, Eqn.
C.8 gives the correct form of the probability distribution of particle size in a
particle field where evaporation is present.
Lastly, it is important to note certain limitations imposed by the
instrumentation that prevent an accurate measurement of number density. A
primary concern is the limited range of resolution of the particle sizes. The
instrument maintains a 35:1 diameter ratio; in this experiment,
1.4 p.m < dp < 50 gim. It is not possible to analyze particles which may exist
outside of this range. Another limitation is the finite probe volume size. At
high number densities (essential for high spectral coherence), multiple
particles may exist within the probe volume and the validation rate is
correspondingly low. This effect occurs near the nozzle where particle
density is the highest.
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Appendix
Tables of Dimensionless Velocity
Versus the Dimensionless
Ratio (C/rK)
Variance (v'2/u 2)
Relaxation Time
This appendix contains the raw data for v' 2/u' 2 versus t/'tK.
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For R, = 140:
/T K v'2/U, 2
0.004104 1.000000
0.011752 1.012492
0.023334 1.013272
0.038850 1.015391
0.058299 1.013495
0.081682 1.028664
0.109295 1.032233
0.140585 1.020410
0.175808 1.020410
0.214965 1.036025
0.258055 1.023310
0.305079 1.020187
0.356037 1.037252
0.410928 1.031898
0.470367 1.025318
0.533165 1.021972
0.599897 1.022864
0.670562 1.033794
0.745161 1.022418
0.823693 1.022753
0.906159 1.033683
0.992558 1.014611
1.083824 1.024314
1.178130 1.007027
1.276370 1.014722
1.378544 1.020299
1.484651 0.998550
1.594692 1.023533
1.708666 1.016618
1.826574 0.984832
1.949666 1.012826
2.075480 1.007027
2.205229 1.031006
2.338910 0.988958
2.476526 1.004907
2.618075 0.983382
2.763557 0.988958
2.912973 0.966763
3.067892 1.007361
3.225215 1.004573
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For R. = 202:
/' K  V 2/U'2 K v 2/U'2
0.009248 1.000000 1.383490 1.005387
0.013816 1.000000 1.434578 0.993009
0.019296 1.000000 1.511293 1.006638
0.026487 1.008320 1.583606 1.006648
0.039566 1.001261 1.674197 0.978137
0.052590 1.011329 1.679422 1.009559
0.055262 1.003432 1.795031 0.998395
0.078561 0.975244 1.856416 1.003186
0.087559 0.976102 1.932312 0.991483
0.109725 0.954493 2.019699 1.026361
0.130798 0.979484 2.042275 0.978580
0.131393 1.002744 2.211813 0.971272
0.182685 0.989704 2.237000 1.018233
0.184093 1.007435 2.257611 0.997249
0.196279 0.995415 2.442691 0.985219
0.246325 1.002301 2.507109 0.973052
0.274142 0.979662 2.508766 0.986590
0.275003 1.017880 2.655236 0.977253
0.316845 0.997964 2.773164 0.978911
0.367967 0.997135 2.820902 0.973306
0.384096 0.981060 2.876647 0.946716
0.396231 1.003275 3.050806 0.996905
0.473312 0.986361 3.106922 0.955744
0.484481 0.999469 3.153192 0.972035
0.513938 0.972671 3.341691 0.987851
0.581597 1.012392 3.346063 0.974066
0.591900 1.009857 3.503979 0.974450
0.661072 0.983984 3.594070 0.981501
0.687579 1.002124 3.648959 0.991060
0.723731 0.996905 3.850941 0.978049
0.802426 1.001859 3.873262 0.962883
0.826703 0.986272 3.966464 1.002865
0.868806 0.985100 4.116679 0.968667
0.926138 1.023101 4.261043 0.989450
1.010831 0.992373 4.297213 0.987393
1.027124 0.990258 4.394100 0.947159
1.060100 1.004249 4.641205 0.989456
1.198685 1.011691 4.667320 0.971908
1.201632 0.990352 4.677657 0.961852
1.213456 0.975340 4.970080 0.959727
1.352030 0.999292 4.998440 0.993467
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c/TK  v 2/U 2 1/'K V 2/U 
2
5.096479 0.955765 11.306712 0.951407
5.271368 0.966631 11.401384 0.975014
5.368919 1.035874 11.645398 0.951316
5.539937 0.977120 11.957536 0.902120
5.581522 0.990264 12.311005 0.964408
5.752641 0.991289 12.526933 0.969054
5.900541 0.968933 12.995109 0.943689
6.001892 0.975467 13.109572 0.974556
6.149606 0.977994 13.697710 0.951570
6.228425 0.941494 13.705455 0.962178
6.482344 0.972416 14.314581 0.934441
6.564026 0.961261 14.426186 0.949409
6.565175 0.965746 14.943304 0.925387
6.914326 0.943264 15.165968 0.970255
6.981292 0.976993 15.579051 0.924355
6.987612 0.965731 15.924247 0.979281
7.268896 0.895734 16.228041 0.841375
7.424441 0.957020 16.701022 0.918393
7.498738 0.953985 16.890274 0.824413
7.632331 0.949814 17.496294 0.939494
7.874513 0.985673 18.310063 0.895640
8.004632 0.962029 19.142329 0.936698
8.034680 0.973942 19.993092 0.961739
8.337829 1.012378 20.871227 0.947884
8.385798 0.976722 21.759170 0.907207
8.589119 0.973433 22.665611 0.950680
8.775829 0.896265 23.590548 0.840092
8.814388 0.918968
9.167937 0.989195
9.174726 0.953620
9.304191 0.980745
9.582488 0.948575
9.759557 0.968857
9.807236 0.978682
10.003369 0.956541
10.328808 0.972951
10.369674 0.949536
10.428952 0.948841
10.858474 1.011691
10.863399 0.941317
10.998287 0.948392
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For R, = 229:
/rTK v "2/U ,2
0.012162
0.016987
0.034832
0.048650
0.069160
0.096596
0.115147
0.160825
0.172793
0.241338
0.242097
0.323937
0.338135
0.416676
0.452441
0.521074
0.581969
0.637130
0.727781
0.764845
0.889876
0.904219
1.055252
1.068255
1.217943
1.262918
1.394113
1.473864
1.580239
1.701093
1.778024
1.947149
1.987467
2.207111
2.208569
2.441330
2.483355
2.685749
2.775884
2.941827
3.084696
1.000000
1.000000
1.023248
0.991881
1.032084
1.011235
1.037145
0.973943
1.019216
1.010196
1.026679
1.034572
1.022659
1.002488
1.012368
1.004718
0.983195
1.011066
1.024169
1.025307
1.005287
1.006777
1.010723
1.004626
1.019559
0.980363
1.007721
1.007742
1.007206
0.989898
0.991078
0.997356
1.000000
1.007742
1.007635
1.001458
0.987727
1.006091
1.013973
0.996998
0.992919
/"K v'2/' 2
3.212327
3.409791
3.491840
3.751170
3.783012
4.085842
4.108833
4.400331
4.486639
4.726479
4.877033
5.064285
5.283711
5.413750
5.706672
5.778580
6.145917
6.151480
6.536039
6.601445
6.932256
7.073257
7.340131
7.561353
7.759666
8.070910
8.190859
8.591737
8.633711
9.092872
9.128847
9.559158
9.682241
10.037104
10.251919
10.526708
10.837880
11.027970
11.440125
11.540892
12.058654
1.011753
0.969128
0.991164
1.006326
1.021961
1.014498
1.008686
1.012010
0.975925
1.019473
0.994524
1.010380
0.980079
1.028652
1.010668
1.014841
1.002360
1.013811
1.002230
0.983667
1.014498
0.990559
1.043751
1.000472
1.019645
0.984422
0.983872
0.979607
0.986789
1.003174
1.007175
1.004461
0.957043
1.010380
0.948357
0.994338
0.953739
1.001373
0.972243
1.004203
1.006892
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r/'K V.2/U 2
12.065472 0.996054
12.601710 0.994338
12.699961 0.940427
13.155201 0.940980
13.351221 0.968844
13.714875 1.040834
14.018765 0.963841
14.286207 0.915759
14.702592 0.952889
14.869198 0.990478
15.402702 0.995468
16.119097 0.950718
16.851774 0.916069
17.600736 0.965162
18.373794 0.996696
19.155486 0.953172
19.953463 0.931174
20.767723 0.915974
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For Rx = 261:
t/tK .2 .2 .2 .2
0.014899 1.000000 12.895026 0.951511
0.042669 1.010907 13.509064 0.939093
0.084720 1.016229 14.137383 0.939816
0.141053 0.988896 14.779984 0.972602
0.211668 0.999540 15.436866 0.922733
0.296564 1.034560 16.114883 0.966754
0.396817 1.014915 16.800473 0.918265
0.510421 0.991656 17.500345 0.914520
0.638306 1.006242 18.214498 0.994218
0.780473 1.013075
0.936922 1.002694
1.107652 0.987057
1.292664 1.022799
1.491958 1.012286
1.707763 0.998752
1.935764 0.996518
2.178047 1.009330
2.434611 1.016032
2.705457 0.997109
2.990585 0.999146
3.289994 1.006636
3.603685 1.008147
3.935043 1.006505
4.277441 1.002628
4.634121 1.001971
5.005082 0.997372
5.390326 0.964652
5.789850 0.985480
6.203657 0.992378
6.631745 0.994612
7.078656 0.970171
7.535451 0.967148
8.006529 0.966163
8.491887 0.952760
8.991528 0.944481
9.505450 0.955782
10.033654 0.951183
10.576139 0.979041
11.138603 0.965177
11.709795 0.988436
12.295270 0.951314
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Appendix E
Spectral Codes
There are three codes contained in this appendix. The codes are COMB.PAS
(written in Borland's Turbo Pascal), SLOT.FOR (written in Microsoft's Fortran),
and AVERAGE.PAS (again, Borland's Turbo Pascal). They are executed in that
order. They operate on the data structures formed by the PDPA software
published by Aerometrics, Inc. The output of these files is ASCII, usually in
tabular form for plotting. The plotting package used for these files (indeed,
for most of the graphs in this work) is Easyplot (0 Massachusetts Institute of
Technology). Where noted, the Numerical Recipes routines are from the book
by the same name.
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Program Comb (Input, Output);
Uses CrtM
Const (Global Constants)
NumFiles = 15;
Date = 'DEC17';
MaxSize = 35;
SpectralBin_Width = 5;
Written by: John A. Simo, 1990
This program is very similar to SORTDATA.PAS; it is a refined version of
FASTSORT.PAS.
This program is used for sorting many RAWDAT.TXT files
according to particle size. Essentially, it breaks up the raw file into
several smaller files, each one containing the time/velocity info for a
given size range. Currently the maximum number of spectral bins is 11.
The size ranges of the comb are set in the CONST declaration section.
The program sorts the data by particle size and then writes the sorted
file to disk, in the form:
Time[i] Velocity[i]
If necessary, change these lines:
NumFiles = ......
Date = ......
Procedure Combl;
Var
RAW,
PDP,
FL,
W1, W2, W3, W4,
W5, W6, W7, W8,
W9, W10,W1 : Text;
1,
k,
Num_Spec_Bins,
Bin,
j : Integer;
SubSize,
Time,
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Diameter,
Velocity :Real;
dummyl, dummy3 : String[2];
dummy2 : String[40];
dummy4 : Array[1..11] of String[6];
dummy5 : Array[1..ll 1] of String[10];
dummy6 : Array[l..11] of String[40];
npts : Array[1..NumFiles,l.. 11] of Integer;
Begin (Procedure Comb_l)
ClrScr,
Writeln ('Enter the sub-inertial-limit particle diameter in microns. ');
Writeln ('This is the size above which particles no longer accurately');
Writeln ('track the flow field. The information for this is provided');
Writeln ('by the code STOPTIME.PAS. Note that Subsize may be zero');
Writeln ('close to the nozzle, particularly for high nozzle exit');
Writeln ('velocities.');
Writeln;
Write ('Enter Subsize: ');
Readln (SubSize);
If Subsize = 0 Then Subsize := Spectral_Bin_Width;
Writeln;
Assign (PDP, 'E:\PDPDATA\THESIS\' + Date + \RUN01\PDPADATA.TXT');
Reset (PDP);
Close (PDP);
Assign (FL, 'D:'CODES\' + Date + 'FILELIST');
Rewrite (FL);
Num_Spec_Bins := Trunc((MaxSize - SubSize)/Spectral_Bin_Width) + 1;
If Num_Spec_Bins > 11 Then Num_SpecBins := 11;
For j := 1 to NumFiles do Begin
Str(j, dummyl);
If ((j >= 1) AND (j < 10))
Then dummyl := '0' + dummyl;
dummy2 := 'E:\PDPDATA\THESIS\' + Date + \RUN'
+ dummyl + \RAWDAT.TXT';
Assign (RAW, dummy2);
Reset (RAW);
Writeln ('File being sorted is ', dummy2);
For i := 1 to Num_Spec_Bins do Begin
Str (i, dummy3);
If ((i >= 1) AND (i < 10))
Then dummy3 := '0' + dummy3;
dummy4[i] := dummyl + '.' + dummy3;
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dummy5[i] := 'RUN' + dummy4[i];
dummy6[i] := 'D:NCODES\' + Date + '\' + dummy5[i];
Case i of
1: Begin
Assign (W1, dummy6[i]);
Rewrite (W1);
End;
2: Begin
Assign (W2, dummy6[i]);
Rewrite (W2);
End;
3: Begin
Assign (W3, dummy6[i]);
Rewrite (W3);
End;
4: Begin
Assign (W4, dummy6[i]);
Rewrite (W4);
End;
5: Begin
Assign (W5, dummy6[i]);
Rewrite (W5);
End;
6: Begin
Assign (W6, dummy6[i]);
Rewrite (W6);
End;
7: Begin
Assign (W7, dummy6[i]);
Rewrite (W7);
End;
8: Begin
Assign (W8, dummy6[i]);
Rewrite (W8);
End;
9: Begin
Assign (W9, dummy6[i]);
Rewrite (W9);
End;
10: Begin
Assign (W10, dummy6[il);
Rewrite (W10);
End;
11: Begin
Assign (W11, dummy6[il);
Rewrite (W11);
End;
End; {Case i)
End; (For i := 1 to Num_Spec_Bins)
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For k := 1 to NumFiles do
For i := 1 to NumSpec_Bins do
npts[k,i] := 0;
i := 0;
Readln (RAW);
While NOT (EOF(RAW)) do Begin
i:= i + 1;
Readln (RAW, Diameter, Velocity, Time);
If ((Time > 0.000001) AND (Time < 1000)) Then Begin
If Diameter <= SubSize
Then Begin
Bin := 1;
nptslj,Bin] := npts[j,Bin] + 1;
End
Else If (Trunc((Diameter-SubSize)/
SpectralBin_Width)+2) > Num_SpecBins
Then Begin
Bin := NumSpecBins;
nptsUj,Bin] := npts[j,Bin] + 1;
End
Else Begin
Bin := Trunc((Diameter-SubSize)/
SpectralBinWidth)+2;
nptsUj,Bin] := nptsoj,Bin] + 1;
End;
Case Bin of
1: Writeln (W1, Time: 12:6, Velocity: 12:6);
2: Writeln (W2, Time:12:6, Velocity:12:6);
3: Writeln (W3, Time:12:6, Velocity:12:6);
4 : Writeln (W4, Time:12:6, Velocity:12:6);
5 : Writeln (W5, Time:12:6, Velocity: 12:6);
6: Writeln (W6, Time:12:6, Velocity: 12:6);
7 : Writeln (W7, Time:12:6, Velocity: 12:6);
8 : Writeln (W8, Time:12:6, Velocity: 12:6);
9 : Writeln (W9, Time:12:6, Velocity: 12:6);
10: Writeln (W10, Time: 12:6, Velocity: 12:6);
11: Writeln (W 1, Time: 12:6, Velocity: 12:6);
End; (Case Bin)
End; (If Time)
End; (While NOT)
For i := 1 to Num_Spec_Bins do Begin
Writeln (FL, dummy5[i]);
Writeln (FL, 'SPEC' + dummy4[i]);
Writeln (FL, nptslj,il);
End;
For i := 1 to NumSpec_Bins do
Case i of
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1 : Close (W1);
2: Close (W2);
3: Close (W3);
4 : Close (W4);
5: Close (W5);
6: Close (W6);
7: Close (W7);
8: Close (W8);
9: Close (W9);
10: Close (W10);
11: Close (W11);
End; (Case i)
Close (RAW);
End; (Forj := 1 to NumFiles)
Close (FL);
Writeln;
Writeln;
Writeln ('You are now ready to use the Fortran program SLOT.');
Writeln ('Make sure that SLOT.EXE is in the D:\CODES directory');
Writeln ('You must be in the directory:');
Writeln (' D:\CODES\', Date, '>');
Writeln ('when you type SLOT. Enter a value of:');
Writeln (' ', (NumFiles * Num_Spec_Bins): 10);
Writeln ('at the prompt that asks for the number of loops.');
Repeat Until Keypressed;
End; (Procedure Comb_l1)
Begin (Main)
Comb_1;
End. (Main)
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program slot
c
c Written by: John H. Lienhard V, 1990
C *************************
c This is a specific version of SLSM. This program assumes:
c nslots=1024, tamx=0.05, smoothing into 10 intervals per decade
c
c Calculate uniform correlation function and power spectrum from randomly
c sampled data. Current time series array sizes up to 21,000 points.
c
c Revision: November 19, 1990
c
C
c *****************************************************************
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
real*8 t(21000),x(21000),sum(8192)
real y(1024),f(1024),df
integer nsum(1024)
character ans
character*32 namel,name2
c
common /smth/ y,f
c
data twopi /6.28318531/
c
c Bartlett window function
c
w(k) = 1.0- float(k)/float(nslots)
c
c ******************************************************************
c
open (unit=70, file='FILELIST', status='old')
c
write(5,1)
1 format(/5x,'Input number of loops: '$)
read(5,*) iloop
c
do 200 ibig = 1, iloop
c
c write(5,1)
c 1 format(/5x,'Input file name: '$)
read(70,2) namel
2 format(a)
open(unit=1 ,file=namel,status='unknown')
write(5,69) name 1
69 format(/5x, 'Working on file ', a)
C
c write(5,3)
c 3 format(5x,'Output file name: '$)
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read(70,4) name2
4 format(a)
open(unit=2,file=name2,status=' unknown')
C
c write(5,7)
c 7 format(5x,'Enter N_points: '$)
read(70,*) npts
c write(5,8)
c 8 format(5x'Enter nslots, tau_max: '$)
c read(5,*) nslots,tamx
c
nslots=--1024
tamx=0.05
dtau=tamx/float(nslots)
dta2=idtau/2.
taub=tamx-dtau/2.
fs=1I/dtau
df=fs/(2.*nslots)
fny=fs/2.
rdf=df
c
c write(5,9) dtau,fs,nslots,fnyrdf
c 9 format(/5x,'dtau = 'el 1.4,5x,'f_sample = 'el l.4,3x,
c *'nslots = 'i5//5x'Nyquist frequency = 'f8.2,5x,
c *'Frequency resolution = 'f17.3)
c
do 11 k=1,npts
read(l,*) t(k),x(k)
c 10 format(el4.7,3x,e14.7)
11 continue
c
do 20 k= 1,nslots
sum(k)=O.
nsum(k)=O
20 continue
c
suml=0.
sum2=0.
do 30 k=1,npts
suml=suml+x(k)
30 continue
suml=suml/npts
do 35 k=1,npts
x(k)=x(k)-sum 1
sum2=sum2+x(k)*x(k)
35 continue
sum2=sum2/npts
cO0=sum2/fs
c write(5,999) cO
c 999 format(5x'c0 = 'e14.7/)
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c
do 50 k=2,npts
km=k-1
do 40 l=1,km
j=km-l+l
tau=t(k)-t(j)
if ((tau.le.dta2)) go to 40
if (tau.ge.taub) go to 50
i=(tau+dta2)/dtau
sum(i)=sum(i)+x(k)*x(j)
nsum(i)=nsum(i)+1
40 continue
50 continue
c
do 60 k=1,nslots
if (nsum(k).ne.0) sum(k)=sum(k)/nsum(k)
c t(k)=dtau*(k- 1)
y(k+l)=w(k)*sum(k)
60 continue
y(1)=sum2
c
c nslots must be a power of two; isign > 0 forward; isign <0
c and multiply result by 2/nslots backward.
c
isign= 1
call cosft(y,nslots,isign)
c
do 70 k=l,nslots
c
c Recall: df=fs/(2.*nslots-1.); fs=l./dtau
c
c Factor of 2. in df is tied up in doubling of nslot.
c Multiply y(k) by 4. to convert from cosine transform to
c two-sided spectral density (2 for cosine to FT, 2 for one-sided
c to two-sided).
c Divide y(k) by fs to yield psd, not periodogram.
c Subtraction of sum2, as by Mayo (1978), is necessary to account
c folding FFT from two-sided to one-sided.
c
f(k)=df*(k- 1)
y(k)=4.*y(k)/fs - 2.*c0
c
70 continue
c write(5,71)
c 71 format(/5x,'Smooth spectrum (y/n): '$)
c 72 read(5,75) ans
75 format(al)
c if ((ans.eq.'y').or.(ans.eq.'Y')) then
call smooth(rdf,nslots)
c elseif((ans.ne.'n').and.(ans.ne.'N')) then
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c write(5,77)
c 77 format(/5x,'Invalid response. Answer y or n: 'S)
c go to 72
c endif
c
do 90 k= ,nslots
write(2,85) f(k),y(k)
85 format(e14.7,3x,e14.7)
90 continue
close(unit=1)
close(unit=2)
c
200 continue
close(unit=70)
stop' '
end
c
c
subroutine smooth(df,nslots)
c
c Logarithmically smooth the spectrum into n intervals per decade
c
real y(1024),f(1024)
c
common /smth/ y,f
c
c write(5,1)
c 1 format(/5x'Number of intervals per decade: '$)
c read(5,2) nint
2 format(i4)
c
nint=10
rint=l./float(nint)
xi=(10.)**rint
wf=0.5*df* (xi+1.)/(xi-1.)
c
c Find the endpoints of the interval
C
f0max=df*(nslots-1)
mm=logl0(f0max)
nm=(logl0(f0max)-mm)*nint- 1
c
kO= 1./(1.-xi**(-0.5)) + 1
do 5 k=2,kO
f(k-1)=f(k)
y(k-l)=y(k)
5 continue
f0=(k0-1)*df
m0=logl0(f0)
n0=(logl0(f0)-mO)*nint + 1
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if (mO.lt.0) then
nO=nint+nO- 1
m0=m0-1
endif
C
kkO=kO
.k=kO
c
do 30 m=m0,mm
C
do 20 n=1,10
if ((m.eq.m0).and.(n.lt.n0)) go to 20
if ((m.eq.mm).and.(n.gt.nm)) go to 30
sum=0.0
fl=(10.)**(m+n*rint)
f2=fl*xi
c
do 10 I=kO,nslots
if (f(l).lt.fl) go to 10
if (f(1).gt.f2) then
kk0=l1
go to 11
endif
sum=sum+y(1)
10 continue
c
11 fave=0.5*(fl+f2)
w=wf/fave
f(k)=fave
y(k)=w*sum
k=k+l
kO=kkO
C
20 continue
30 continue
nslots=k-1
c
return
end
C
C *******************************************************************
c
C
SUBROUTINE COSFT(YN,ISIGN)
c This subroutine is from Numerical Recipes.
REAL*8 WR,WI,WPR,WPI,WTEMP,THETA
DIMENSION Y(N)
THETA=3.14159265358979D0/DBLE(N)
WR=1.0D0
WI=0.0D0
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WPR=-2.0DO*DSIN(0.5DO*THETA)**2
WPI=DSIN(THETA)
SUM=Y(1)
M=N/2
DO 11 J=1,M
WTEMP=WR
WR=WR*WPR-WI*WPI+WR
WI=WI*WPR+WTEMP*WPI+WI
Y1=0.5*(Y(J+1)+Y(N-J+1))
Y2=(Y(J+1)-Y(N-J+I))
Y(J+1)=Y1-WI*Y2
Y(N-J+1)=Y1+WI*Y2
SUM=SUM+WR*Y2
11 CONTINUE
CALL REALFT(Y,M,+1)
Y(2)=SUM
DO 12 J=4,N,2
SUM=SUM+Y(J)
Y(J)=SUM
12 CONTINUE
IF (ISIGN.EQ.-1) THEN
EVEN=Y(1)
ODD=Y(2)
DO 13 I=3,N-1,2
EVEN=EVEN+Y(I)
ODD=ODD+Y(I+1)
13 CONTINUE
ENF0=2.0*(EVEN-ODD)
SUMO=Y(1)-ENFO
SUME=(2.0*ODD/FLOAT(N))-SUMO
Y(1)=0.5*ENFO
Y(2)=Y(2)-SUME
DO 14 I=3,N-1,2
Y(I)=Y(I)-SUMO
Y(I+1)=Y(I+1)-SUME
14 CONTINUE
ENDIF
RETURN
END
C
c
SUBROUTINE REALFT(DATA,N,ISIGN)
c
c This subroutine is from Numerical Recipes.
c
REAL*8 WR,WI,WPR,WPI,WTEMP,THETA
DIMENSION DATA(2*N)
THETA=6.28318530717959D0/2.ODO/DBLE(N)
WR=I.0D0
WI=0.ODO
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C1=0.5
IF (ISIGN.EQ. 1) THEN
C2=-0.5
CALL FOUR1(DATAN,+1)
DATA(2*N+1)=DATA(I)
DATA(2*N+2)=DATA(2)
ELSE
C2=0.5
THETA=-THETA
DATA(2*N+1)=DATA(2)
DATA(2*N+2)=O.O
DATA(2)=O.O
ENDIF
WPR=-2.0DO*DSIN(O.5DO*THETA)**2
WPI=DSIN(THETA)
N2P3=2*N+3
DO 11 I=1,N/2+1
I1=2*I-1
12=11+1
I3=N2P3-I2
14=13+1
WRS=SNGL(WR)
WIS=SNGL(WI)
H1R=C1*(DATA(I1)+DATA(13))
H1I=-C1*(DATA(I2)-DATA(I4))
H2R=-C2*(DATA(I2)+DATA(I4))
H2I=C2*(DATA(I1)-DATA(I3))
DATA(I I)=H IR+WRS*H2R-WIS* H2I
DATA(12)=H I+WRS*H2I+WIS*H2R
DATA(I3)=H1R-WRS*H2R+WIS*H2I
DATA(I4)=-H 1I+WRS*H2I+WIS* H2R
WTEMP=WR
WR=WR*WPR-WI*WPI+WR
WI=WI*WPR+WTEMP*WPI+WI
11 CONTINUE
IF (ISIGN.EQ.1) THEN
DATA(2)=DATA(2*N+1)
ELSE
CALL FOUR I(DATAN,-1)
ENDIF
RETURN
END
C
C **************************************************************
C
SUBROUTINE FOUR1(DATANN,ISIGN)
C
c This subroutine is from Numerical Recipes.
C
REAL*8 WR,WI,WPR,WPI,WTEMP,THETA
DIMENSION DATA(2*NN)
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N=2*NN
J=1
DO 11 I=1,N,2
IF(J.GT.I)THEN
TEMPR=DATA(J)
TEMPI=DATA(J+1)
DATA(J)=DATA(1)
DATA(J+I)=DATA(I+1)
DATA(I)=TEMPR
DATA(I+I)=TEMPI
ENDIF
M=N/2
1 IF ((M.GE.2).AND.(J.GT.M)) THEN
J=J-M
M=M/2
GO TO 1
ENDIF
J=J+M
11 CONTINUE
MMAX=2
2 IF (N.GT.MMAX) THEN
ISTEP=2*MMAX
THETA=6.28318530717959DO/(ISIGN*MMAX)
WPR=-2.DO*DSIN(O.5DO*THETA)**2
WPI=DSIN(THETA)
WR=1.DO
WI=O.DO
DO 13 M=1,MMAX,2
DO 12 I=M,N,ISTEP
J=I+MMAX
TEMPR=SNGL(WR)*DATA(J)-SNGL(WR)*DATA(JNGW)DATA+ 1)
TEMPI=SNGL(WR)*DATA(J+1)+SNGL(WI)*DATA(J)
DATA(J)=DATA(I)-TEMPR
DATA(J+I)=DATA(I+1)-TEMPI
DATA(I)=DATA(I)+TEMPR
DATA(I+1)=DATA(I+ I)+TEMPI
12 CONTINUE
WTEMP=WR
WR=WR*WPR-WI*WPI+WR
WI=WI*WPR+WTEMP*WPI+WI
13 CONTINUE
MMAX=ISTEP
GO TO 2
ENDIF
RETURN
END
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Program Average (Input, Output);
Uses CRT, Printer;
Const (Global)
Name = 'DEC27';
NumFiles = 14;
Num_Dia Bins = 40;
Subsize = 9;
Num_Spec_Bins = 6;
SpecBinWidth = 5;
Max_Spec_Size = 35;
TauMax = 0.05;
Nozzle_Exit_Runtime = 400.0; (157.4, 64.1, 18.74)
Var (Global)
Station_Identifier : String[2];
Gas_RMS_Vel,
Validations,
Avg_Runtime :Real;
Reply : Char;
(*************************** ******************************************)
Procedure Smooth_Velocities;
Written by: John A. Simo, 1990
This program assumes that a maximum of twenty PDPA runs are being
averaged (Num_Files).
It also assumes that up to 50 of the diameter bins will be examined
(NumDia_Bins), and that all of these have data. The program will
halt and display a message if it finds diameter bins with no data; it
will advise you to use a smaller number for Num_Dia_Bins.
The program reads the PDPADATA.TXT files and finds the
number density fields, the mean velocity fields, and the RMS velocity
fields. It also finds the information to plot corrected particle count
versus diameter. The program averages this information for the twenty
runs. It then writes to four files:
1) the particle mean velocity vs. diameter, VMEA*
2) the particle RMS velocity vs. diameter, VRMS*
3a) the particle turbulence intensity (v'/V) VTUR*
3b) the non-dimensional RMS velocity (v'/U) VTUR*
4) the particle diameter vs. count (or probability) DIAM*
where the * is the Filename_Identifier input by the user. Furthermore,
information for chi-squared error envelopes is also written to the
files.
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Finally, the program computes and displays, on the screen, the 20-file
average of the number density, run time, gas mean velocity, gas RMS
velocity, and the gas turbulence intensity, as well as the count versus
diameter info. This info should be written down or printed using
printscreen; it is useful for comparing
the experimental and the predicted (i.e., Hinze) quantities.
Notes: The corrected count is used for obtaining a size histogram to
compare to the evaporation theory. Since the size histogram is
normalized by the total number of particles, however, it is more
correctly called a probability distribution. The uncorrected count
is used to properly weight the velocity bins for averaging.
If you need to average less than twenty runs change the variable NumFiles.
Likewise for Num_Dia_Bins less than 50.
Adjust Nozle_ExitRuntime for each data series.
Make sure that the printer is ON.
Var
Filename_Write_Beginn_Vmea, [Mean velocity)
Filename_Write_.Begin_Vrms, (RMS velocity)
Filename_Write_Begin_Vtur, (Turbulence Intensity)
Filename_Write._Begin_Diam : String[70]; (Diameter Histograms)
Filename_Read_Begin :String[70];
Filename_Read_End : String[70];
Legend_Text : String[40];
dummyl : Stringl2];
Bin,
i, j : Integer;
Corr_CountSum,
Total_Corr_Count,
Uncorr_CountSum,
Total_Uncorr_Count,
Attempts,
Attempts_Sum,
nu :Longint;
Full_Name : String[70];
ND : String[40];
R, Wi, W2, W3, W4 : Text;
ND_Label : String[20];
Runtime_Label : String[9];
Number_Density,
Runtime : Array[1..NumFiles] of Real;
Number_Density_Sum,
Turb_Inten,
Vel_MeanSum,
Vel_RMS_Sum,
Nondimensional_Mean_Vel,
Nondimensional_RMS_Vel,
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Temp,
RuntimeSum,
Gas_Mean_Vel,
T_dist,
T_dist lo, T_dist_hi,
chi2_lo, chi2_hi,
Integral_Area :Real;
Diameter : Array[1 ..Num_DiaBins] of Real;
Velocity_Mean,
Velocity RMS : Array[1..NumFiles,
1..Num Dia Bins] of Single;
Corr_Count,
Uncorr_Count : Array [1..NumFiles,
1..Num Dia Bins] of Longint;
Begin (Procedure Smooth_Velocities)
Filename_Read_Begin := 'E:\PDPDATA\THESIS\' + Name + '\RUN';
Filename_Read_End := '\PDPADATA.TXT';
ClrScr;
Write ('Enter the downstream distance for the Easyplot legend : ');
Readln (LegendText);
Writeln;
Writeln ('Enter a two-digit filename identifier for the DOS file');
Write ('corresponding to the station number of the traverse: ');
Readln (StationIdentifier);
Writeln;
Writeln ('Files will go to D:\CODES\', Name, '\SAVE...');
Writeln ('They will have a .', StationIdentifier, ' extension.');
Writeln ('Hit CTRL-BREAK to abort.');
Writeln ('Hit RETURN if this is okay.');
Readln;
Writeln;
Filename_Write_Begin_Vmea := 'D:CODESV + Name + '\SAVE\VMEA.';
Filename_Write_Begin_Vrms := 'D:\CODES\' + Name + '\SAVE\VRMS.';
Filename_Write_Begin_Vtur := 'D:CODESV + Name + 'MSAVE\VTUR.';
Filename_Write_Begin_Diam := 'D:'CODESV + Name + 'SAVE\DIAM.';
Assign (WI, (FilenameWrite Begin_Vmea + Station_Identifier));
Assign (W2, (FilenameWrite_Begin_Vrms + Station_Identifier));
Assign (W3, (Filename_Write_Begin_Vtur + Station_Identifier));
Assign (W4, (Filename_Write.Begin_Diam + Station_Identifier));
Rewrite (W1);
Rewrite (W2);
Rewrite (W3);
Rewrite (W4);
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Writeln (W1, '/sm OFF');
Writeln (W1, '/td xy');
Writeln (W1, '/et x "Particle diameter dp (•mm)"');
Writeln (W1, '/et y "Particle mean velocity V (m/s)"');
Writeln (W2, '/sm OFF');
Writeln (W2, '/td xy');
Writeln (W2, '/et x "Particle diameter dp (\mm)"');
Writeln (W2, '/et y "Particle rms velocity v (m/s)"');
Writeln (W3, '/sm OFF');
Writeln (W3, '/td xy');
Writeln (W3, '/et x "Particle diameter d.p (\mm)"');
Writeln (W3, '/et y "Particle turbulence intensity, v/V"');
Writeln (W3, '/at y 0.25 ".25"');
Writeln (W3, '/ogs y m');
Writeln (W3, '/ogs x n');
Writeln (W3, '/og ON');
Writeln (W4, '/sm OFF');
Writeln (W4, '/et x "Particle diameter d_p (\mm)"');
Writeln (W4, '/et y "Probability"');
Total_Corr_Count := 0; (Total Corr_Count contains the total number
of particles -- corrected count -- for all diameter bins
and for all twenty files)
Total_Uncorr_Count:= 0;
Number_Density..Sum := 0;
Runtime_Sum := 0;
Attempts_Sum := 0;
For i := 1 to NumFiles do Begin
Str (i, dummy );
If ((i >= 1) AND (i < 10)) Then dummyl := '0' + dummyl;
Full_Name := Filename_ReadBegin + dummyl + Filename_ReadEnd;
Writeln ('Reading: ', Full_Name);
Assign (R, FullName);
Reset (R);
Forj:= 1 to 4 do
Readln (R);
Readln (R, NDLabel, Attempts);
Attempts_Sum := Attempts_Sum + Attempts;
Readln (R);
Readln (R);
Readln (R, Runtime_Label, Runtime[i]);
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Runtime_Sum := Runtime_Sum + Runtime[i];
Forj := 9 to 14 do
Readln (R);
Readln (R, ND_Label, NumberDensity[i]);
Number_Density_Sum:= Number_Density_Sum + Number_Density[i];
Forj := 1 to 109 do
Readln (R);
For j := 1 to Num_Dia Bins do Begin
Readln (R, Bin, Diameter[j], Corr_Count[i, j]);
Total_Corr Count := Total_Corr_Count + Corr_Count[i, j];
End;
For j := 1 to (53 -Num Dia_Bins) do
Readln (R);
Forj := 1 to Num_Dia_Bins do Begin
Read (R, Diameter[j], Velocity_Mean[i, j]);
Readln (R, Velocity_RMS[i, j], Uncorr_Count[i, j]);
Total_Uncorr_Count:= Total_Uncorr_Count
+ Uncorr_Count[ij];
If Uncorr_Count[i, j] < 1 then Begin
Writeln;
Writeln ('V_rms value of zero at bin #', j:3);
Writeln ('Use a smaller number of bins.');
Write ('Hit CTRL-BREAK, change Num DiaBins, ');
Writeln ('and restart.');
Readln;
End;
End;
Close (R);
End;
ClrScr;
Writeln;
Writeln ('***********************************************************');
Writeln (' D:'CODES\', Name,
'MSAVE\xxxxxxxx.', Station_Identifier);
Writeln (' For station ', Station Identifier);
Writeln (' x/D_O = ', LegendText);
Writeln (' NumFiles = ', NumFiles:4);
Writeln ('***********************************************************');
Write ('Average of the ', NumFiles, ' number densities ');
Write ('is: ', (Number_DensitySum / NumFiles):8: 1);
Writeln (' particles per cc.');
Avg..Runtime := Runtime.._Sum / NumFiles;
Write ('Average of the run times is: ', Avg..Runtime:8:2);
Writeln (' seconds.');
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IntegraLArea := 0;
(The average size histogram is formed and written to a file
like DIAM06 -- for the sixth station from the nozzle, for example.
The corrected count in each bin is normalized by the
total number of particles -- TotaL-Corr._Count -- to yield what
is properly called a probability distribution. The sum of the
individual probability values is close to unity.
Furthermore, the runs after station 01 (the nozzle exit plane)
are normalized by the the runtime fraction --
how long the sampling time for runs after station 01 compare to the
runtime for station 01. IntegralArea compares the areas under the
size histogram (or size probability distribution). }
For j := 1 to Num_Dia_Bins do Begin
Vel_Mean_Sum := 0;
VelRMSSum :=0;
Corr_Count_Sum := 0; (For a given diameter bin -- like all
particles of 10.64 micron size -- Corr_Count_Sum holds the sum
of the corrected number of particles for all five files. Used
in the evaporation theory (DIAM.xx) file; used also for finding
the average sampling frequency and the spectral variance.)
Uncorr_CountSum := 0; (Same type of addition as above. This
quantity is used to properly weight the velocity bins for
averaging.)
For i := 1 to NumFiles do Begin
Corr_CountSum := Corr_Count_Sum + Corr_Count[i, j];
Uncorr_Count_Sum := Uncorr_Count_Sum + Uncorr_Count[i, j];
Vel_Mean_Sum := Vel_Mean_Sum + Uncorr_Count[i, j]
* VelocityMean[i, j];
Vel_RMS_Sum := Vel_RMS_Sum + Uncorr_Count[i, j]
* Velocity_RMS[i, j];
End;
(Generate the average mean velocity for bin j)
Vel_Mean_Sum := Vel_Mean_Sum / Uncorr_CountSum;
(Generate the average RMS velocity for bin j)
Vel_RMS_Sum := Vel_RMS_Sum / Uncorr_CountSum;
(Generate the average turbulence intensity for bin j)
Turb_Inten := VeLRMS_Sum / Vel_Mean_Sum;
Ifj = 1 Then Begin
Gas_Mean_Vel := VelMean_Sum;
Write ('The gas mean velocity is: ', Vel_Mean_Sum:8:2);
Writeln (' meters per second.');
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Gas RMS_Vel := Vel_RMS_Sum;
Write ('The gas RMS velocity is: ', Vel_RMS_Sum:8:2);
Writeln (' meters per second.');
Write ('The gas turbulence intensity is: ');
Writeln (TurbInten:8:4);
End;
(Generate the non-dimensional mean velocity)
NondimensionalMeanVel := Vel_Mean_Sum / Gas Mean_Vel;
(Generate the non-dimensional rms velocity)
Nondimensional_RMS_Vel := Vel_RMSSum / Gas_RMS_Vel;
nu := Uncorr_Count _Sum - 1;
If nu > 10000 Then Begin
chi2_lo:= 0.98;
chi2_hi := 1.01;
T dist := 1.96;
End;
If (nu <= 10000) AND (nu > 3000) Then Begin
chi2_lo := 0.96;
chi2_hi := 1.03;
T_dist := 1.96;
End;
If (nu <= 3000) AND (nu > 1500) Then Begin
chi2_lo := 0.94;
chi2_hi := 1.07;
T_dist := 1.96;
End;
If (nu <= 1500) AND (nu > 900) Then Begin
chi2_lo:= 0.92;
chi2_hi := 1.09;
T_dist := 1.96;
End;
If (nu <= 900) AND (nu > 195) Then Begin
chi2_lo:= 0.80;
chi2_hi := 1.15;
T_dist := 1.96;
End;
If (nu <= 195) AND (nu > 48) Then Begin
chi2 lo := 0.72;
chi2_hi := 1.33;
T dist := 2.00;
End;
If (nu <= 48) AND (nu > 22) Then Begin
chi2_lo : 0.55;
chi2_hi := 1.58;
T_dist := 2.05;
End;
If (nu <= 22) AND (nu > 12) Then Begin
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chi2_lo:= 0.43;
chi2_hi:= 1.80;
T_dist := 2.13;
End;
If nu = 12 Then Begin
chi2_lo:= 0.37;
chi2.hi := 1.94;
Tdist := 2.18;
End;
If nu = 11 Then Begin
chi2_o := 0.34;
chi2_hi := 1.99;
T_dist := 2.20;
End;
If nu = 10 Then Begin
chi2Jo := 0.32;
chi2_hi := 2.05;
T_dist := 2.23;
End;
If nu <= 9 Then Begin
chi2Jo := 0.30;
chi2_hi := 2.11;
T_dist := 2.26;
End;
T_distlo := Vel_Mean_Sum - T_dist * Vel_RMS_Sum / sqrt (nu);
T_dist_hi:= Vel_Mean_Sum + Tdist * Vel_RMS_Sum / sqrt (nu);
chi2_lo := Vel_RMS_Sum / sqrt(chi2 lo);
chi2_hi := Vel_RMS_Sum / sqrt(chi2_hi);
Write (WI, Diameter[j]:8:2, Vel_Mean_Sum:8:2);
Writeln (WI, T_dist.hi:10:4, T_distlo:10:4,
Nondimensional_Mean_Vel: 10:2);
Write (W2, Diameter[j]:8:2, VelRMS_Sum:10:4);
Writeln (W2, chi2_lo: 10:4, chi2_hi:10:4,
Nondimensional_RMS_Vel: 10:2);
Write (W3, Diameter[j]:8:2, Turb_Inten: 10:4);
Writeln (W3, (VelRMS_Sum/Gas_Mean_Vel):10:4);
(Generate the size histogram for bin j)
Temp := Corr_CountSum / Total_Corr_Count;
Temp:= Temp * NozzleExitRuntime / (Runtime_Sum/NumFiles);
Writeln (W4, Diameter[j]:8:2, Temp: 12:6);
IntegralArea:= Integral_Area + Temp;
End; (For j := 1 to Num_Dia_Bins)
Writeln ('Integral_Area = ', Integral_Area:10:4);
Writeln (WI);
Writeln (W2);
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Writeln (W3);
Writeln (W4);
Writeln (W1, '//It "', Legend_Text, '" 2');
Writeln (W2, '//lt "', LegendText, '" 2');
Writeln (W3, '/It "', Legend_Text, '" 2');
Writeln (W3, '//It "', Legend_Text, '" 3');
Writeln (W4, '//It "', Legend_Text, '" 2');
Close (Wl);
Close (W2);
Close (W3);
Close (W4);
Validations := Total_Uncorr_Count / NumFiles;
Writeln ('Average number of validations per file: ',
Round(Validations):7);
Writeln ('Average sampling frequency: ',
Round(Validations/Avg.Runtime):7, ' Hz');
Writeln ('Percent validations: ',
Round(Validations * NumFiles * 100 / Attempts_Sum):6, ' %');
Writeln ('******************************************************');
Writeln;
Writeln ('Use PRINTSCREEN to get a hardcopy.');
Writeln ('Hit RETURN when finished.');
Readln;
End; (Procedure Smooth_Velocities)
(*************************************************************************)
Procedure Smooth_Spectra;
Written by: John A. Simo, 1990
This program read several power spectra files (with extensions such as '.01'
and '.02') and performs an arithmetic average of them. The averaged file
contains a smooothed spectra which is written to a file with a '.SMA'
extension. Also written to the bottom of the file is a double-slash
legend text identifier for EASYPLOT graphing.
Before running, change the following:
File_Name_Read
File_NameWrite
Use Ctrl QA for speed.
• ************************************************************************)
Var
R, W :Text;
temp :Real;
File_Name_Read,
File_Name_Write String[40];
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Legend_Text : String[ll5];
dummy 1, dummy2,
dummy3, dummy4 : String[2];
i,j,k,
templ, temp2,
NumPts : Integer;
PSD : Array [1..NumFiles, 1..Num_Spec_Bins,
1..33] of Real;
Freq, PSDSum : Array [1..33] of Real;
Ch :Char;
************************************************************************}
Function Spectral_Variance_Hi (y, x : Real): Real;
Const
zeta = 1.259;
Var
tempi, (variance from Rosenblatt and Helland)
temp2, (variance from Mayo)
MeanSamplingFrequency : Real;
Begin
Mean_SamplingFrequency := Validations / AvgRuntime;
templ := sqrt((1/(2 * x * 2 * TauMax * NumFiles))
* (zeta + 1) / (zeta - 1));
temp2 := sqrt(2 * TauMax / (3 * Avg..Runtime))
* (y + (Gas_RMS_Vel / Mean_SamplingFrequency));
Spectral_Variance_Hi := y + (templ * temp2);
End;
{**************************************************************************)
Function Spectral_Variance_Lo (y, x : Real) : Real;
Const
zeta = 1.259;
Var
tempi, (variance from Rosenblatt and Helland)
temp2, (variance from Mayo)
Mean_SamplingFrequency : Real;
Begin
MeanSampling.Frequency : Validations / AvgRuntime;
templ := sqrt((1/(2 * x * 2 * TauMax * NumFiles))
* (zeta + 1) / (zeta - 1));
temp2:= sqrt(2 * TauMax / (3 * AvgRuntime))
* (y + (Gas_RMS_Vel / Mean_Sampling Frequency));
Spectral_Variance..Lo:= y - (templ * temp2);
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End;
(************************************************************************)
Begin (Smooth_Spectra)
Writeln;
Writeln;
For i := 1 to NumFiles do Begin
Str (i, dummyl);
If ((i >= 1) AND (i < 10)) Then dummyl := '0' + dummyl;
Writeln ('Reading SPEC', dummyl);
For j := 1 to Num_Spec Bins do Begin
Str (j, dummy2);
If ((j >= 1) AND (j < 10)) Then dummy2:= '0' + dummy2;
File_Name_Read:= 'D:'CODESV + Name + 'SPEC' + dummyl
+ '.' + dummy2;
Assign (R, File_Name_Read);
Reset (R);
k := 0;
While NOT(EOF(R)) do Begin
k := k + 1;
Readln (R, Freq[k], PSD[i, j, k]);
End;
Close (R);
End; (Forj := 1 to NumSpecBins)
End; (For i := 1 to NumFiles)
NumPts := k;
Writeln ('Averaging');
For j := 1 to Num_SpecBins do Begin
Str 0, dummy2);
If ((j >= 1) AND (j < 10)) Then dummy2:= '0' + dummy2;
File_Name_Write := 'D:\CODES\' + Name + '\SAVE\SPEC'
+ dummy2 + '.' + Station_Identifier;
Assign (W, File_Name_Write);
Rewrite (W);
Writeln (W, '/sm OFF');
Writeln (W, '/td xy');
Writeln (W, '/ol x ON');
Writeln (W, '/or x 10 10000');
Writeln (W, '/ol y ON');
Writeln (W, '/or y le-5 le-1');
Writeln (W, '/et x "Frequency (Hz)"');
Writeln (W, '/et y "E_u_u (mA2/s^2Hz)"');
For k := 1 to NumPts do Begin
PSD_Sum[k] := 0;
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For i := 1 to NumFiles do
PSDSum[k] := PSDSum[k] + PSD[i, j, k];
PSD_Sum[k] := PSD Sum[k] / NumFiles;
If PSD_Sum[k] >= 0 Then
If (PSDSum[k] > IE-6)
Then Begin
Write (W, Freq[k]:12:1,
PSD_Sum[k]:12:7,
(Spectral_Variance_Hi(PSD_Sum[k],
Freq[k])): 12:7);
If (Spectral VarianceLo(PSD Sum[k],
Freq[k])
< 1E-6)
Then Writeln (W,' 0.0000001')
Else Writeln (W,
(SpectralVariance_Lo
(PSD S um [k],Freq[k])): 12:7);
End;
End; (For k)
Writeln (W);
If j = 1 Then Begin
Str (Subsize, dummy3);
If ((Subsize >= 1) AND (Subsize < 10))
Then dummy3 := '0' + dummy3;
Legend_Text := '01 to' + dummy3 + '\mm';
End;
If ((j > 1) AND (j < Num_SpecBins)) Then Begin
templ := ((j-2) * Spec_Bin_Width) + Subsize;
Str (templ, dummy3);
If ((templ >= 1) AND (templ < 10))
Then dummy3 := '0' + dummy3;
temp2:= ((j-l) * SpecBin_Width) + Subsize;
Sir (temp2, dummy4);
If ((temp2 >= 1) AND (temp2 < 10))
Then dummy4 := '0' + dummy4;
Legend_Text:= dummy3 + ' to ' + dummy4 + ' mm';
End;
If (j = Num_Spec_Bins) Then Begin
templ := (0-2) * Spec_Bin_Width) + Subsize;
Str (templ, dummy4);
If ((templ >= 1) AND (templ < 10))
Then dummy4 := '0' + dummy4;
Str (MaxSpec_Size, dummy3);
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If ((Max_Spec_Size >= 1) AND (Max_Spec_Size < 10))
Then dummy3 := '0' + dummy3;
LegendText:= dummy4 + ' to' + dummy3 + '\mm';
End;
Writeln (W, '/lit "', Legend_Text, '" 2');
Close (W);
End; (Forj := 1 to NumSpecBins)
End; (SmoothSpectra)
Begin (Program Average)
Smooth_Velocities;
Writeln;
Write ('Include spectral data/RAWDAT.TXT files (Y/N)? ');
Readln (Reply);
If ((Reply = 'Y') OR (Reply = 'y')) Then Smooth_Spectra;
End. (Program Average)
